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ABSTRACT

Diarrhea is a leading cause of death worldwide because a lack thereof in household
sanitization exposes humans to high concentrations of pathogenic Escherichia coli. In
2016, the University of New Mexico’s Nepal Study Center collected cross-sectional
survey data using proportional random sampling on three communities in Western
Nepal. Structural and parameter learning estimation and approximate inference of
Bayesian networks studied diarrheagenic E. coli exposure while incorporating participation in sanitary behaviors, access to sanitary built-in environments, and other
human characteristics. Of the reported sickness, hand washing resulted in a 20 percent decrease, water treatment 8 percent, and both 28 percent. Of the positive tests
for E. coli, flush toilet facilities resulted in a 21 percent decrease, utensil washing 23
percent, and both 60 percent. Positive E. coli tests resulted in a 6 percent increase in
the sickness presence. In conclusion, the diarrheal disease can be reduced through the
three principles of educational campaigns, policy implementation, and group-based
movements.
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Chapter 1
The introduction
1.1

The problem

According to the data collected by the Joint Monitoring Programme with the World
Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) in
2016, the top five leading causes of death worldwide in children under five years of
age, from largest to smallest percentages include prematurity, acute respiratory infections, birth asphyxia and trauma, other communicable perinatal and nutritional
conditions, congenital anomalies, and diarrhea (WHO and UNICEF, 2017). More
specifically, this population of children under five can be subdivided into two time
periods of neonatal from 0-17 days and postneonatal 1-59 months. Of these leading
causes of death in children worldwide, many stem from the lack of unsafe drinking
water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) services. The Sustainable Development Goal
(SDG) three ensures and promotes human health for all ages. By 2030, the target is to
end the following widespread infections, including AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria, tropical diseases, hepatitis, and water-borne and other infectious diseases (WHO, 2017).
In the country of Nepal, the mortality rate per 1,000 live births for children under
five are 34.5, while the mortality rate per 100,000 population-related to unsafe WASH
services is 19.8 (WHO, 2018). Additionally, the proportion of the population using
sanitary water services is 27 percent.
Before formally introducing the study’s purpose, the microbiota ecological communities living within the human gut will be briefly discussed. Once this has been
considered, the process of dysbiosis will be explored with the human gut and other factors of interest, including exposure from the environment and the outcome of health.
Next, the environmental factor of the study, including Escherichia coli or E. coli bacteria, as an intestinal-based pathogen, will be discussed. More specifically, E. coli
bacteria, its relation to dysbiosis interventions, and diarrhea disease will be inves-
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tigated. Because this complicated relationship exists within humans worldwide, it
illustrates a foundational concept to be built and expanded upon throughout this
paper. This study uses discrete Bayesian networks (DBNs) to holistically analyze
diarrhea disease in humans under the exposure of diarrheagenic E. coli bacteria in the
environment while also incorporating human behaviors and access to sanitary built-in
environments, and other human characteristics.

1.1.1

The human gut

The bacteria within the human digestive-tract are the gut microbiome composed of
mainly anaerobic bacteria which impact human functions, including energy recovery
through the metabolism of non-edible substances in food, nutrition, physiology, and
both protection and response through the immune system (Bull and Plummer, 2016).
Due to the absence of necessary enzymes, strict anaerobic bacteria are unable to
thrive in the presence of oxygen. The major breakdown of phyla classifications for the
bacteria ancestry within the human gut fall under the genus of gram-negative or cell
wall-based, including the Bacteroidetes (e.g., non-spore-forming, anaerobic or aerobic,
and rod-shaped) and the Firmicutes (e.g., wall structure) (Schloss and Handelsman,
2005). The colonization process for the human gut or gastrointestinal tract (GIT)
begins at birth from the bacteria in the mother’s vagina and birth canal and evolves
throughout a person’s life (Jiménez et al., 2008).

1.1.2

The dysbiosis process

Dysbiosis occurs when the outcome of human health is under exposure to unsanitary
conditions within the nearby environmental habitat. In this study’s setting, dysbiosis
will be the process potentially occurring when a host allows the intervention of antigens from the environment through the oral cavity and into the gut, which in turn
may cause the pre-existing state of the microbiota composition to become imbalanced
(Thursby and Juge, 2017). Recent advancements in sequencing methods of bacterial
culture techniques have helped identify anaerobic prokaryotes, located in the mucosal
regions of the human oral cavity and GIT (Hugon et al., 2015). Recent findings have
found an imbalance in the homeostasis process of the microorganisms within the human gut can influence disease (Thursby and Juge, 2017).
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1.1.3

The intestinal pathogenic E. coli serotypes

Warm-blooded animals (e.g., humans and mice) house the E. coli facultative anaerobe
within the digestive system (Conway and Cohen, 2015). While many commensal E.
coli strains are non-pathogenic (Nataro and Kaper, 1998), the intestinal pathogenic
variety can cause disease. Under the Kaufman scheme, the intestinal pathogenic E.
coli strains can be classified into six distinguishable sets of O: H serotypes based on
the antigen profiles, including O (outer membrane), H (flagella), and K (capsule)
(Benenson, 1995). These distinguishable E. coli strain serotypes (Nataro and Kaper,
1998), include enteropathogenic, enterohaemorrhagic, enteroinvasive, enterotoxigenic,
enteroaggregative, and diffusely adherent. The infection process under disease-causing
diarrheagenic E. coli bacteria commonly follows the chronological steps within the
host, including colonization, evasion, multiplication, and damage. However, once
colonization occurs, each individual serotype follows a differing pattern. These six
serotypes of diarrheagenic E. coli bacteria are explained in further detail below.

1.1.3.1

EPEC

Studies have researched these intestinal pathogenic E. coli serotypes, such as the
enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC) bacteria, associated with diarrhea in infants in developing areas (Nataro and Kaper, 1998). EPEC causes diarrhea by attaching to
epithelial cells with membrane signaling. EPEC bacteria have the common symptoms of a watery or bloody stool (Feng et al., 2019). EPEC requires a high infective
dose in the small intestines to cause sickness.

1.1.3.2

EHEC

Enterohaemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC) bacteria are linked to hemorrhagic colitis (HC)
and hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) (Benenson, 1995). A commonly known EHEC
serotype is E. coli O157: H7. Since EHEC produces similarly to that of the bacteria
species Shigella dysenteriae, it is considered a Shiga toxin E. coli (STEC) or Shigalike verotoxin E. coli (VTEC). Importantly, VTEC bacteria are a Shiga-like toxin and
identical to STEC. The Shiga toxin can be explained as two types, including Stx-1
and Stx-2. EHEC bacteria have the common symptoms of a watery or very bloody
stool. EHEC requires a low infective dose in the colon to cause sickness (Feng et al.,
2019).
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1.1.3.3

EIEC

Enteroinvasive E. coli (EIEC) bacteria are linked to bacillary dysentery caused by an
invasion of Shigella bacillus (Feng et al., 2019, Nataro and Kaper, 1998, Benenson,
1995). EIEC causes diarrhea by attaching to epithelial cells with membrane signaling.
EIEC bacteria have the common symptoms of mucus discharge and shigellosis with
bloody diarrhea, abdominal cramps, fever with chills, and stomach aches in rare cases
(Benenson, 1995, Feng et al., 2019). EIEC requires a highly infective dose in the colon
or lower small intestines to cause sickness.

1.1.3.4

ETEC

Enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) bacteria are linked to travelers’ and weanling diarrhea
by producing enterotoxins (Nataro and Kaper, 1998). Travelers’ diarrhea is a shortterm infection of the digestive tract. ETEC bacteria have the common symptoms of a
bloodless watery stool (Benenson, 1995). ETEC can produce a variety of combinations
of the heat-labile (LT) and heat-stable (ST) toxins (Benenson, 1995, Feng et al., 2019).

1.1.3.5

EAEC

Enteroaggregative E. coli (EAEC) bacteria are linked to persistent diarrhea by producing enterotoxins (Nataro and Kaper, 1998). EAEC bacteria have the common
symptoms of watery diarrhea for greater than a two week period. EAEC requires a
high infective dose in the small intestines to cause sickness (Feng et al., 2019).

1.1.3.6

DAEC

Diffusely adherent E. coli (DAEC) bacteria are linked to vomiting (Feng et al., 2019,
Poitrineau et al., 1995).

1.1.3.7

MUG testing

The MUG testing uses the substrate 4-methylumbelliferyl-β-D-glucuronide to test for
the following three serotypes of diarrheagenic E. coli, including EPEC, ETEC, and
EIEC (LaMotte, n.d., Sigma-Aldrich, n.d.). These E. coli bacteria serotypes are identifiable because they produce the enzyme β-D-glucuronidase, which cleaves the MUG
testing substrate.
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1.1.4

The research question

This paper’s research question analyzes the outcome of diarrhea sickness and the primary exposure of E. coli.
Q1: How is diarrhea sickness affected by E. coli in the environment, participation in
personal hygiene habits, and access to built-in environments at the household-level?

1.1.5

The hypotheses

The hypotheses for this paper are listed below:
H1: Diarrhea sickness is reduced by decreasing E. coli in the environment.
H2: E. coli in the environment is reduced by increasing participation in sanitary behaviors and access to sanitary built-in environments.
H3: Diarrhea sickness is reduced by increasing participation in sanitary behaviors and
access to sanitary built-in environments.

1.2

The background

This section will describe the background of the Nepal Study Center (NSC). The
NSC is a source of connection between the University of New Mexico (UNM), the Himalayan region, and Southern Asia to support research-based solutions and knowledge
sharing collaborations to issues on the topics, including socio-economic development
and sustainability, health, technology, and the environment (NSC, 2005). In coordination with the regional office at Kathmandu University (KU), the NSC mission is to
train scholars to produce high-quality empirical research in economics and policy analysis. The NSC’s goal is to promote knowledge sharing to build partnerships through
conferences, journals, seminars, and archives. Other strategic regional partners include the International Center for the Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD),
the 8-Country Himalayan University Consortium (HUC), and the Pratiman Neema
Memorial Foundation (PNMF).
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1.3

The data

This section will describe the data, including the collection processes, the project
datasets, the project variables of interest, and the limitations.

1.3.1

The collection processes

This subsection will describe the data collection processes. In 2016, the University
of New Mexico’s NSC collected data on three communities. The surveyed sites’ locations are within the number five province of the Rupandehi district, which included
the communities of the rural Bagaha and Basantapur, and the urban municipality of
Siddharthanagar. In figure 1.1, the administration subdivisions map of Nepal shows
the locations of the seven provinces, with the fifth province highlighted in red (Anand,
2018).

Figure 1.1: An administration subdivisions map of Nepal.

In figure 1.2, the administration subdivisions map of province number five shows the
locations of the twelve districts, with the Rupandehi district highlighted in yellow
(Raju, 2020).
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Figure 1.2: An administration subdivisions map of province no. 5.

In figure 1.3, the survey sampling map showcases the proportional random sampling
with the sample size determined by each ward’s population.

Figure 1.3: A survey sampling map.

The study collected time series data on regional climate patterns, the air quality of local school sites, and nearby river system’s water quality. Additionally, a
cross-sectional study at the household-level was conducted to understand community
knowledge and interest in improving the current human behavior, environment, and
health issues. The cross-sectional study involved an in-depth process that included
an initial expert interview, a focus group discussion, a project de-brief, a pilot survey,
microbial testing, and a final survey. For the microbial analysis of this project, a 10 ml
Lamotte company testing kit was used (S. B. Kunwar, 2019). Where under ultraviolet
(UV) light, a blue shine diagnosed a positive E. coli bacteria presence. However, a
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limitation of MUG testing is it fails to identify EHEC strands (Sigma-Aldrich, n.d.).
This background study allowed analysis and inference of the survey data with statistical methods to understand the communities’ issues for future project considerations.

1.3.2

The datasets

This section will describe the project datasets. The categorical survey data is broken down into the following datasets of varying observation totals, including the full,
train, and test. The observational breakdown of the three datasets is shown in table
1.1. The full dataset includes all survey observations from the participant’s household
who were swab tested for E. coli and total coliforms. The test dataset consists of the
randomly chosen hold-out observations. The train dataset are the observations from
the full minus the test.

Table 1.1: Datasets of interest - Train, test, and full.

Observations

1.3.3

Datasets
Train Test Full
280
32
312

The variables

This subsection will describe the project variables of interest. These eight binary categorical variables include an outcome, a primary exposure, and the other six secondary
exposures. The variables are listed below by the following factor groupings of interest, including health, environment, behavior, built-in environment, and demographic
characteristic.
A. Health
i. Sickness (outcome) - Does the survey participant’s household report sickness
within the previous 30-days with diarrhea? This variable is coded, ”Yes (1)” if
a reported previous 30-day sickness presence exists or ”No (0)” if a reported
previous 30-day sickness presence fails to exist.

B. Environment
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i. E. coli (primary exposure) - Does the survey participant’s household result in
a positive coliform test for E. coli under the UV light? This variable is coded,
”Yes (1)” if a resulted positive E. coli test presence exists or ”No (0)” if a
resulted positive E. coli test presence fails to exist.

C. Human behaviors
i. Water Source (secondary exposure) - Does the survey participant’s
household report the primary source of drinking water as tubewell or boring?
This variable is coded, ”Yes (1)” if a reported tubewell or boring water source
presence exists or ”No (0)” if a reported tubewell or boring water source
presence fails to exist.

ii. Wash Utensils (secondary exposure) - Does the survey participant’s
household report washing utensils daily? This variable is coded, ”Yes (1)” if a
reported washing utensils presence exists or ”No (0)” if a reported washing
utensils presence fails to exist.

iii. Wash Hands (secondary exposure) - Does the survey participant’s
household report washing hands with soap after using the toilet on an every
time basis? This variable is coded, ”Yes (1)” if a reported washing hands with
soap after using the toilet presence exists or ”No (0)” if a reported washing
hands with soap after using the toilet presence fails to exist.

D. Built-in environments
i. Flush Toilet (secondary exposure) - Does the survey participant’s household
report having a flush toilet facility? This variable is coded, ”Yes (1)” if a
reported flush toilet facility presence exists or ”No (0)” if a reported flush toilet
facility presence fails to exist.

ii. Water Treatment (secondary exposure) - Does the survey participant’s
household report treating drinking water to make it safer to drink with boiling
or filtering? This variable is coded, ”Yes (1)” if a reported treating drinking
water to make it safer to drink with boiling or filtering presence exists or ”No
(0)” if a reported treating drinking water to make it safer to drink with boiling
or filtering presence fails to exist.
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E. Demographic characteristic
i. Age (secondary exposure) - Does the survey participant report being under
the median completed age of 40? This variable is coded, ”Yes (1)” if a reported
being under the median completed age of 40 presence exists or ”No (0)” if a
reported being under the median completed age of 40 presence fails to exist.

Please refer to appendix B.1 and B.2 for more descriptive information on the
variables of interest, including the original and updated names and the proportion
plots.

1.3.4

The contributions

This subsection will describe the contributions of the research project and are listed
below.

i. Extensive assessment survey - a large E. coli biomarker sample size with
numerous project variables.

ii. Structural modeling framework - representing real-world interactions
including, the biology of E. coli and diarrhea, the participation in household
hygiene habits, and the access to household built-in environments.

iii. No labeling of dependent and independent variables - using the machine
learning optimization of Bayesian networks to reveal causal linkages in the
data. Even though many of the causal directions between the variables are
known from previous literature, this analysis will explain the linkages between
these secondary exposures.

1.3.5

The limitations

This subsection will describe the limitations of the research project and are listed
below.
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i. Small dataset - not in terms of the E. coli biomarker’s sample size, but for the
structure learning of Bayesian networks.

ii. Observational dataset - not a randomized control trial, but Bayesian
networks can address causation with the removal of hidden variables acting as
a confounder (Scutari and Denis, 2014, Margaritis, 2012).

iii. MUG testing kit - the substrate used for testing fails to identify all strands
of E. coli even if a presence exists. Also, the 10 ml kit is used and is a volume
failing to meet WHO guidelines.

iv. Precision - the assignment of probabilities to the events within Bayesian
networks can be non-exact, limiting certain studies (Tversky and Kahneman,
1974). However, many studies may not find small errors in the probabilities to
be an issue. For instance, the reported probability of the sickness presence
being .300 or .301 is a small enough difference to not affect any policies
proposed in this research’s conclusion.

v. Accuracy - the assignment of probabilities to the events within Bayesian
networks can have issues with accuracy during the data collection process. For
instance, when the survey questionnaire was filled out, did the true beliefs of
the participants get collected (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974).

vi. Directions of dependencies - the directed edges representing the
dependencies between the subset of project variables of interest may reveal
unintuitive or backward results, especially with larger networks.

1.4

The organization

This section will describe the organization of the thesis paper. The chapter and
appendix breakdowns are listed below.

Chapter 2 the literature on E. coli in the environment will be reviewed while
taking a holistic approach to understanding the stated problem and its effects
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on systemic factors, including health, participation in sanitary human
behaviors, and access to sanitary built environments.

Chapter 3 the methods and empirical models used for the study will be
discussed, including the Bayesian network, the model specification, the
estimation, the network scoring functions, the optimization algorithm, the
model selection and diagnostics, and the prediction under approximate
inference.

Chapter 4 the empirical results will be discussed, including the DAG
estimation, the model selection and diagnostics, the posterior conditional
probability tables, and the conditional probability queries.

Chapter 5 the conclusions will be discussed, including the discussion, the
policy recommendations, and the concluding remarks.

Appendix A the computational details will be displayed.

Appendix B the descriptive statistics, statistical background, and directed
acyclic graph plots estimated from the training dataset will be displayed.

Appendix C the Stata and R code will be displayed.
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Chapter 2
The literature review
2.1

Human health, E. coli, and other factors of interest

For the literature review, the following factors of interest impacting E. coli bacteria’s
concentration within the environment of both developed and developing countries in
the urban and rural settings will be explored, including sanitary human behaviors
and access to sanitary built-in environments. The sanitary human behaviors factor
represents the chosen variables for inclusion in the study and is determined by the
background knowledge on the subject, including treating drinking water, washing
hands, and washing utensils. The household hand washing materials reviewed are
water only, water and soap, and sanitizers, while the household water treatments are
boiling and filtration techniques. The household utensil washing substances used in
the review include ash, Bhusha (shredded hay), soil, and detergent. The factor of
human access to sanitary built-in environments represents the other variables of
interest and includes flush toilet facilities and water sources. The household and
community toilet systems reviewed are western flush toilets and open pits. The
household water sources reviewed are tubewell and boring vertical drilled wells, and
piped. Additionally, children and adult diarrheagenic E.coli sickness of all ages will
be considered in the following.

2.2

The participation of sanitary human behaviors

To begin, this literature review will focus on the three behavior factors included in
this study.
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2.2.1

Washing hands

In the following, the Cochrane Library Database of Systemic Reviews will provide a
foundation of meta-analysis within a large variety of research on washing hands
worldwide, including children and adults in high-income and low-to-middle-income
countries.
This publication’s primary purpose is to review literature assessing the effects
of promoting sanitary hand washing behaviors to reduce E. coli exposure on the
outcome of diarrhea sickness (Ejemot-Nwadiaro et al., 2015). The meta-analysis
searched databases with the selection criteria of randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
restricted to the following types, including individual and cluster. The data
collection of 69,309 children and 148 adults classified the 22 trials into 12 day-care
centers or schools located in high-income and low-to-middle income countries, nine
communities located in low-income countries, and one hospital. The generic inverse
variance method estimated the effect of large-scale studies higher weighting by using
one over the square of the standard error. The meta-analysis used the
random-effects modeling approach, assuming the true effects varied between each
study to pool the incidence rate ratios (IRR). Under the GRADE approach (Holger
and Higgins, 2014), the outcome assessed numerous studies’ evidence quality. The
results found that the promotion of hand washing in high-income countries revealed
high-quality GRADE evidence in preventing 33 percent of diarrhea in day-care
centers or schools. Additionally, the promotion of hand washing in
low-to-middle-income countries showed low-quality GRADE evidence in preventing
a similar 33 percent of diarrhea in day-care centers or schools. The promotion of
hand washing in low-to-middle income countries showcased moderate-quality
GRADE evidence in preventing 25 percent of diarrhea in communities.
In conclusion, hand washing promotion in day-cares, schools, and communities
among high-income and low-to-middle-income countries likely reduces diarrheagenic
E.coli by one-third using water only, water and soap, or waterless hand sanitizers.
The research gaps left after this review include the cost of the hand washing
promotions, how these habits will be accepted longterm, and the inclusion of this
study to Nepal. However, the literature still made a connection between the
behavior of hand washing and diarrhea sickness.
In the following research from the International Journal for Infectious Diseases,
an overview will be examined on the hand hygiene within the community and the
healthcare settings for infection control worldwide, including cultural and social
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needs.
This publication’s primary purpose is to review hand hygiene’s complex subject
worldwide (Jumaa, 2005). The review’s environmental focus is the community and
health care settings in both high-income and low-income countries. This
publication’s secondary purpose is to discuss the obstacles keeping proper hand
hygiene from being consistent worldwide, including the practice of behavioral and
cultural issues, and the healthcare setting. In the health care setting, the results
found these behavioral and cultural issues included gloves, hand cream and
emollients, rings, wristwatches and bracelets, fingernails, nail technology and nail
polish, and, hand art-tattoos. In the community setting, these behavioral and
cultural issues included diarrheal illness, limits of previous studies, trying to
replicate real-life scenarios, surgical wound infection rates, and how to motivate
people to practice proper habits. The publication’s main points involved factors that
included material, behavioral and social, and healthcare. The materials factors
included accessibility, procedures with reduced skin irritation, and aesthetically
appealing procedures. The behavioral and social factors included dangers, benefits,
societal opinions, gender, and educational background. The healthcare factors
included overcrowding and understaffing, rewards and penalties, promotion of
sanitary culture, reminders, and active participation.
In conclusion, sanitary hand hygiene as an intervention is multidimensional and
in the healthcare setting requires limiting congestion and adequate staffing. While in
both the healthcare and community environments, sanitary surfaces and access to
adequate sanitary built-in facilities are of the utmost importance. The research gaps
left after reviewing this research included altering human behaviors, geological and
cultural factors, evidence for recommendations on best practices, and the
recommendations’ actual cost. Evaluating the literature provides a foundation on a
wide range of topics that are generally not considered in hand washing hygiene
research, which must be considered for optimal success for future interventions.

2.2.2

Treating drinking water

In the following research from the Journal of Infection and Public Health, an
overview will be analyzed on boiling water treatment and its association with
children’s diarrheal sickness in Nepal.
The publication’s description focused on water handling behavioral practices
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during breastfeeding on diarrhea disease in children under five within rural
communities of Southern Nepal (Acharya et al., 2017). The data collection process
obtained 258 observations from a cross-sectional survey questionnaire from
September to October 2013 in the Laxmipur Bageba Village Development
Committee. The outcome was the childhood diarrhea presence during the past
month, while the independent variables were water handling and child care
practices. The requirement for diarrhea presence was a loose or watery stool at a
frequency of greater than three times in a single day. The water handling techniques
included covered or uncovered storage handling, with or without finger dipping
water holding methods, raw or treated types of water, piped or groundwater sources,
partial or exclusive feeding practices, before or after six-month feeding, and cold or
warm temperature practices. The multiple logistic regression results found the
following factors are associated with childhood diarrhea, including covered or
uncovered storage handling, with or without finger dipping water holding methods,
raw or treated types of water, partial or exclusive feeding practices, and before or
after six-month feeding. Additionally, the multiple logistic regression results found
the following factors are not associated with childhood diarrhea, including piped or
groundwater sources and cold or warm temperature practices.
In conclusion, the study found approximately 33 percent of children in Southern
Nepal had a diarrheal presence and the main contributing factors included
unsanitary water handling and feeding practices of adults when taking care of the
study’s infants. The research gaps are the lack of microbial analysis and the
consideration of only boiling water treatment. This publication contributes to the
topic of water treatment, including boiling instead of raw consumption.
In the following article from the Journal of International Environmental
Research and Public Health, an overview will discuss the association between boiling
and filtration types of water treatment, and diarrheal sickness in Nepal.
The publication’s description focused on the sanitation of water treatment and
water sources within rural communities of Western Nepal (Meierhofer et al., 2018).
The data were collected from 42 households from March to April in the Acham,
Dailekh, Jajarkot, and Kalikot districts. The collection methods included microbial
analysis, interviews, and observations of water transportation from the source
location. The specific water treatments used in the study included boiling and
ceramic filtration. Swab testing determined the total coliforms and the E. coli
bacterial presence. Multiple swab tests were conducted during two separate visits.
Throughout the first visit, swab testing was done on the primary water source, the
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transport container, the filter tap before cleaning, and post-cleaning. The second
visit occurred at a later date, after training the participants on sanitary behaviors.
During the second visit, retesting was done on the transport container and the tap
of the filter. The substrates of the bacterial testing kits used sodium chloride,
potassium dihydrogen phosphate, and disodium phosphate. The publication’s main
result summarizes sanitary water conditions declined using transport containers,
showcasing the importance of regular washing. The water treatment choice of a
ceramic filter did improve water quality in 40 percent of participating households.
Boiling was found to disinfect the ceramic filter and improved the overall
performance of the treatment process. Training on proper sanitary techniques
provided little improvement between the first and second swab testing visits as
participants reverted to their original habits. The swab tests on the outflow and tap
of the filter found no presence of bacterial coliforms. The publication believed this
was due to the five-circle swabbing technique used during the data collection process.
In conclusion, the sanitation of any containers or water treatment involved in
the process is the first step to reducing contamination of diarrheagenic E.coli. This
research has a gap of lacking varying techniques, aside from the five-circle procedure,
when conducting the swab testing for E. coli bacteria. Overall this research
contributes to the knowledge of water treatment by studying both boiling and
filtration.

2.2.3

Washing utensils

In the following article from the Journal of International Health Sciences and
Research, an overview will be explored in Nepal’s household hygiene study. More
specifically, within this research, the washing utensils behavior factor is examined.
The publication studied descriptive household sanitation in the Doti district of
Western Nepal (L. Kunwar, 2014). The data collection used random sampling to
generate 174 household observations from 10 out of 50 chosen Village Development
Committees. The study’s results reported the most common substances used when
washing hands before eating, including 81 percent with plain water and 19 percent
with soap and water. Kitchen waste was disposed of in the following ways, including
collected and thrown outside in the open at 43 percent, collected and fed to cattle at
51 percent, and dumped down the drainage system at 6 percent. The specific
location of kitchen utensil washing occurred outside at 39 percent and the back of
the house near the pit at 61 percent. The common substances used to wash kitchen
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utensils were reported as the following, including ash at 33 percent, Bhusha at 53
percent, soil at 2 percent, and detergents at 12 percent. The water treatment types
were reported as boiling at 1 percent, filtration at 8 percent, chlorination at 0
percent, and none at 91 percent. Water was covered at the reported rates of 30
percent and left uncovered at 70 percent. Defecation was reported in a latrine toilet
system at 52 percent and in the open at 48 percent. The common substances for
washing hands after using the toilet were soap and water at 40 percent, ash at 9
percent, soil at 16 percent, and plain water at 35 percent. Children’s feces were
disposed of in the following ways, including dumped in latrine toilet facility at 14
percent, left in the open at 43 percent, and dumped in the garden at 41 percent.
Acute respiratory infection and diarrhea were reported at 61 percent and 57 percent.
In conclusion, the built-in environments at the household-level were not suitable
for sanitation due to the lack of access to flush toilet systems, piped kitchen drainage
systems, water treatment and washing utensil options, and the lack of disposal
opportunities. The households’ human behaviors were found unsanitary, involving
open defecation practices, outside water utensil washing commonly done without
soap and water, low water treatment usage, and a lack of hand washing before eating
and after using the toilet. The overall lack of sanitation led to the frequent presence
of diarrhea and acute respiratory infection within the survey’s participants. This
qualitative observational-based research has a gap in microbial testing for the overall
message of this paper. However, it still provides a diverse analysis of the washing
utensils behavior and the many other factors affecting human sickness in Nepal.

2.3

The access to sanitary built-in environments

Next, this review will focus on the two factors of access to sanitary built-in
environments and sanitary water sources.

2.3.1

Toilet facilities

In the following from the 2011 Nepal Demographics and Health Survey, an overview
will be done on latrine systems and their impacts on children and diarrheal disease
in low-income countries.
The specific objective fitting the literature review from this cross-sectional
study, the 2011 Nepal Demographics and Health Survey, is the prevalence of diarrhea
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involving 100 children under five (MoHP, 2012). With a reported exposure rate of
14 percent having diarrhea within the past two weeks, a large portion of Nepalese
children are facing health obstacles early within their childhood development.
Additionally, two percent of this group reported their child as recently having
diarrhea with blood. Diarrhea occurrences have seasonal variations and are highest
from April to August. The reported numbers are assumed to be underestimated due
to the survey being conducted from February to June, which ended before the high
prevalence period had finished. The prevalence of diarrhea sickness in children under
five is higher without the household access to safe drinking water and sanitary toilet
facility systems. The research gaps left after reviewing the 2011 NDHS included the
age groups of humans above five years. The literature provides an understanding of
Nepal’s difficulties regarding the childhood sickness of diarrhea.
In the following article from the Journal of International Environmental
Research and Public Health, a review will be done on latrine systems within the
community and household settings for people of all ages in low-income countries.
This publication’s primary purpose is to measure bacterial concentration on
sanitation facilities’ latrine surfaces at the household and shared community-levels in
Kathmandu, Nepal (McGinnis et al., 2019). This publication’s secondary purpose is
to compare the bacterial contamination findings at the household and
community-levels. The study sampled privately owned sanitization facilities,
including two pit community systems, three cistern household systems, and two pit
household systems. For the data collection process, 119 swab tests were conducted
from latrine surfaces to determine the presence of E. coli and total coliforms. The
control sample tested publically owned sanitization facilities in the United States of
America. These sanitization facilities at the University of Temple included two
cistern community systems. The tested latrine surfaces included the toilet seat and
the flush handle for cistern, the slab and the wall for pits, anal cleansing devices,
door handles, and wash station handles. The testing times were conducted during
the day and included greater sanitation (low-volume) and lesser sanitation
(high-volume). The Kruskal-Wallis testing results found the one-way analysis of
variance differences as insignificant between the latrine facility systems of clean and
dirty community sites and a control site in the United States, concluding support for
data aggregation. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank testing results found significance of
differing ranks between prior cleaning and no cleaning of community toilet facilities
when examining the median coliform and E. coli contamination for cistern toilet
seats and pit slabs, anal cleansing handles and buckets, and pit walls. Additionally,
the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank testing results found significance of differing ranks
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between household toilet facilities and clean and dirty community toilet facilities
when examining the median coliform and E. coli contamination before cleaning for
cistern toilet seats and pit slabs. Lastly, the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank testing results
found no significance of differing ranks between household toilet facilities and clean
and dirty community toilet facilities when examining the median coliform and E.
coli contamination after cleaning.
In conclusion, the designing and building of latrine systems at the
community-level are safe and provide a suitable option to reduce the lack of access
to sanitization of toilet facilities at the household-level. The research gap left after
the review is high-risk latrine surfaces. The literature provides a method for the
increased sanitization of toilet facilities at the household-level.

2.3.2

Water sources

In the following study, an overview will be done on sanitary tubewell groundwater
sources and its impacts on diarrheal disease in developing countries.
The Nepal water project publication was a study of laboratory research and
field surveys on drinking water quality involving graduate students from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Gao et al., 2002). These students
accomplished four project milestones on water source sanitation within a developing
country, including methodological and technological evaluations, site investigation,
and implementation. Unsanitary water quality indicated the presence of E. coli
bacteria in cases of high concentration and total coliforms when at low levels. More
specifically, the hydrogen sulfide producing E. coli bacteria were considered. The
presence of arsenic was a secondary indicator of unsanitary water quality. An
analysis of water treatment for contaminant removal was studied for reducing E. coli
bacteria in the village of Butwal and Lumbini and arsenic in the districts of
Rupandehi, Nawalparasi, and Palpa. The first water treatment method evaluated
two ceramic membrane filtration types for a reduction in E. coli bacteria, including
TERAFIL and the local Thimi. The second adsorption and coagulation-based water
treatment methods evaluated arsenic removal technologies, including activated
alumina manganese oxide, iron-coated sand, and the Environment and Public
Health Organization powder Arsenic Removal System with filtration. Additionally,
two pilot studies in Lumbini further tested water treatment technologies in studying
Sodium Hypochlorite Chlorination and Biosand. The writing’s main result found
cow-dung use as a construction material in building tubewell structures to be
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associated with the hydrogen sulfide-producing bacterial contamination. The water
source testing resulted in a positive presence of hydrogen sulfide-producing bacteria
and arsenic contaminants in tubewells at a rate of 42 and 10 percent. Of the arsenic
contaminants diagnosed, 79 percent were of the type arsenic III, a more toxic form.
The ceramic filters resulted in a 94 percent reduction of total coliforms while the best
performing arsenic removal technology activated alumina manganese oxide resulted
in a 97 percent reduction. The TERAFIL filter was not in compliance with the levels
determined under the World Health Organization. The pilot water treatment studies
gathered data on the subjects and found household chlorination to be accepted and
effective in removing hydrogen sulfide-producing bacterial contaminants.
In conclusion, this study found the water sources to be contaminated with the
hydrogen sulfide-producing E. coli bacteria, showcasing a need for effective
chlorination and ceramic filter water treatment. The research gap in this literature
is the non-consideration of boring water sources. However, the paper does contribute
to tubewell water sources and evaluates many varying types of expanded water
treatment options.
In the following study, an overview considering a variety of sanitary water
sources will be done, including both tubewell and dugwell for groundwater and
piped water. The mentioned water source’s impacts on diarrheal disease in
developing countries will be analyzed.
With the predominant data collection methods for fecal contamination research
relying on large-scale surveys and microbial testing, a new cost-saving and
timely-effective approach Kriging used geographic information systems ArcGIS
software to perform spatial data analysis on EPEC bacteria levels in the
groundwater sources of the Kathmandu Valley (Shrestha et al., 2018). More
specifically, the Kriging statistical interpolation techniques can integrate
environmental and social data. From August to September 2009, the data collection
process involved a primary microbial analysis of 36 tubewells and dugwells. A
secondary household survey collected 942 observations from 86 randomly chosen
geographical locations. The microbial testing used the Colilert reagent, UV light,
and the IDEX Quanti-Tray method within Kathmandu metropolitan and Lalitpur
sub-metropolitan cities. Hypothesis testing was done with the Chi-squared and
Fisher exact methods, finding piped-water access depends on groundwater use, such
as drinking and bathing. Additional hypothesis testing was done with the
Mann-Whitney U-test for groundwater users, finding a significant difference in the
independent diarrhea presence and non-diarrhea presence samples based on the
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factors, including the education of the head of household below the secondary level,
access to piped water sources, and the behaviors of bathing only in groundwater
sources. The results found 77 percent of people in the study used groundwater
sources, while 23 percent piped water. Of the positive diarrhea household
occurrences subpopulation, 77 percent used groundwater. Of the groundwater using
subpopulation, the households with a positive sickness presence drank higher
contamination levels of E. coli bacteria than in participating households without a
presence. E. coli concentration levels were higher when using the groundwater
source for bathing.
In conclusion, the application of Kriging analytical interpolation techniques
successfully showcased piped water access was a risk factor in predicting a positive
E. coli occurrence of groundwater using households. There remain no gaps in this
research. This publication uses new statistical techniques to approach microbial
analysis while providing information on the access to varying water sources in the
Kathmandu Valley of Nepal.
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Chapter 3
The empirical methods and models
For this research paper, Bayesian probabilities are treated as properties assigned to
a person based off of their belief in an event (Heckerman, 1995). An example of a
possible event is a survey question, what is your degree of belief in the presence of
household diarrhea sickness in the last 30 days? This process of probability
assessment has two primary limitations of lacking precision and accuracy. However,
the precision is valid in this situation because the difference in the reported
probability of sickness presence being .300 or .301 is small enough amount not to
affect any policies proposed in the conclusion. The issue of accuracy can be
explained with the true beliefs or miss interpretations of the survey question(s)
during the data collection process of the participants filling out the questionnaire
(Tversky and Kahneman, 1974). This issue of accuracy was alleviated with the
invested efforts during the survey collection processes explained in the introduction
of chapter 1.
The first statistical goal of this research paper is structure learning or to
diagnose a graphical Bayesian probabilistic modeling process that summarizes the
project dataset using the parameter estimation of the directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs), which include a set of variables, the conditional dependencies, and the
inferred causal directions. Under exhaustive computer computation, this process
uses a chosen goodness-of-fit criterion to estimate three models of interest that each
incorporate different prior information and optimally fit the project dataset. The
second statistical goal is to determine a final best-fitting DAG model from the
models of interest using varying in-sample goodness-of-fit criteria and out-of-sample
cross-validation. The third statistical goal is parameter learning or to estimate the
parameters based on the selected final DAG model structure to compute the
conditional probability tables (CPTs). The fourth statistical goal is to use
approximate inference to predict the conditional probability queries (CPQs) based
on the selected final DAG model structure. In this chapter, the methods and
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empirical models for the study are discussed, and include the brief statistical
background on Bayesian networks, the model specification, the maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) and the Bayesian parameter estimation and prediction
procedures, the Bayesian and the information-theoretic scoring functions, the Tabu
Greedy score and search optimization algorithm, the structure learning estimation of
the DAG models of interest, the final DAG model selection procedures and
diagnostic testing, the parameter learning estimation of the CPTs, and the
approximate inference prediction of the CPQs.

3.1

The Bayesian network

The process of explaining Bayesian networks will begin by discussing foundational
knowledge on the three components in which they are built upon, which include the
random variables, the DAGs, and the parameters. Once the statistical background
of Bayesian networks has been set, then the formal definition, the directed
separation, and the probability decomposition will be introduced.

3.1.1

The random variables

In equation 3.1, the project variables are denoted below by a set of random variables.
X = {X1 , X2 , ..., Xn },

(3.1)

where:
i. n are the total number of the variables involved in the network.
For this study, the known total number of the variables of interest in the
modeling process are equal to eight. For more information on these project variables
of interest, please refer to chapter 1.

3.1.2

The directed acyclic graphs (DAGs)

A directed graph G consists of a set of vertices V and an edge set A of ordered pairs
of vertices. For our purposes, each vertex corresponds to a random variable. If a set
of two variables (X, Y ) ∈ A then there is an arrow pointing from X to Y and X is a
Q
parent of Y . The set of all parents of X is denoted by X. A directed path
between two variables is a set of arrows all pointing in the same direction linking one
variable to the other such as X → Y → · · · → Z. A directed path that starts and
ends at the same variable is called a cycle. A directed graph is acyclic if it has no
cycles and we say that the graph is a directed acyclic graph or DAG. Let G be a
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DAG with vertices representing all the project variables, i.e., V = (X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn ).
Of note is that each node is associated with a single variable, Xi . Also, if there exist
no directed edges between two nodes, this corresponds to either independence or
conditional independence given a subset of variables that connect the two nodes.
The exception to that is when the path connecting the two nodes contains a collider
variable, i.e., the path contains a head-to-head connection.
The distribution for X, denoted by p(X), is decomposed by equation 3.2 below.
p(X) =

n
Y

p(Xi |

Y

Xi )

(3.2)

i=1

The equation 3.2 is derived by assuming the DAG, G, is an independence map
or I-map where the distribution of X has more independencies than the graph G and
any independence that G asserts must also hold in the distribution. For brevity in
appendix B.3, the definition 2 is provided for more details on the subject of I-map.

3.1.3

Multinomial Bayesian networks and the parameters

Definition 1 Bayesian Networks
A n-dimensional Bayesian network is a triple B = (X, G, Θ),
where:
i. Θ encodes the parameters in the joint distribution of X.

A multinomial Bayesian network is used in the E. coli application of this
research as all the variables are categorical. In equation 3.3, the parameters in a
multinomial Bayesian network are denoted below.
θijk = p(Xi = sik |

Y

Xi = wij ),

(3.3)

where:
i. j is 1, ..., qi ,
Q
ii. the qi s are the number of configurations of the parent set, Xi , of the random
variables, Xi ,
iii. k is 1, ..., ri ,
iv. the ri s are the number of categories of the nodes representing the random
variables, Xi ,
v. sik is the kth category of the random variables Xi ,
Q
vi. wij is the jth configuration of the parent set, Xi , of the random variable, Xi ,
and,
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vii. the set of {θij1 , θij2 , ..., θijri } are the conditional probabilities of Xi given
Q
Xi = wij .
The probablity mass function (pmf) for X is then
p(X = x) =

qi rk
n Y
Y
Y

I(x =sik ,P ai =wij )

θijk i

,

i=1 j=1 k=1

where:
i. x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) is a vector of realization for X,
ii. I(·) is an indicator function, and,
iii. P ai is a realized parent set of Xi .
In figure 3.1, an example scenario represents the human exposure to smoking
and asbestos in a DAG.

Smoking

Lung Cancer

Legend
Asbestos
Outcome
Exposure

Figure 3.1: A scenario with smoking, asbestos, and lung cancer.
The presence of lung cancer is denoted as X1 with binary categories where
X11 = 0 denotes the lung cancer fails to exist and X12 = 1 denotes the lung cancer
exists. The presence of the smoking behavior is denoted as X2 with binary
categories of no participation (0) and participation (1). The presence of the asbestos
mineral is denoted as X3 with binary categories of fails to exist (0) and exists (1).
The total number of the variables involved in the network is three, (i.e., n = 3). The
child node of smoking and asbestos is lung cancer. The parent nodes of lung cancer
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Q
Q
are smoking and asbestos, (i.e., X1 = {X2 , X3 }) where the configurations of X1
include wij = {w11 = (1, 1), w12 = (1, 0), w13 = (0, 1), w14 = (0, 0)}). The eight
Q
conditional Bayesian probabilities of Xi given Xi are defined below:
Q
θ111 = p(X1 = 0| X1 = w11 ),
Q
θ112 = p(X1 = 1| X1 = w11 ),
Q
θ121 = p(X1 = 0| X1 = w12 ),
Q
θ122 = p(X1 = 1| X1 = w12 ),
Q
θ131 = p(X1 = 0| X1 = w13 ),
Q
θ132 = p(X1 = 1| X1 = w13 ),
Q
θ141 = p(X1 = 0| X1 = w14 ),
Q
θ142 = p(X1 = 1| X1 = w14 ).

Since both smoking and asbestos have no parent nodes, there are no conditional
probabilities for X2 and X3 . The marginal distributions of X2 and X3 are simply
Bernoulli. Finally, the global distribution is decomposed as
p(X) = p(X2 )p(X3 )p(X1 |X2 , X3 ).

3.2

The model specification

The model specification explains the estimation and the prediction of this paper,
and covers the prior, the likelihood, the posterior, and the prediction of the new
observations.

3.2.1

The prior

The model specification for this paper begins with the prior for the vector of random
parameters, Θij = {θij1 , θij2 , ..., θijri }, which are the conditional probabilities of Xi
given its parent set takes configuration wij . The parameter vectors in the set
Θ = {Θ11 , . . . , Θ1q1 , . . . , Θn1 , . . . , Θnqn } are given independent priors. In equation
3.4, the prior for the parameters Θij given a DAG G is specified by a multivariate
Dirichlet distribution and is denoted below.
Θij |G ∼ Dir(αij1 , αij2 , ..., αijri ),

(3.4)

where:
i. the αijk s are the unknown shape hyperparameters for the prior distribution.
The Dirichlet distribution is the multivariate extension of the Beta. In equation
3.5, the probability density function (pdf) for the Dirichlet distributed prior is
denoted below.
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Pi
ri
Γ( rk=1
αijk ) Y
α −1
Q
p(Θij ) = ri
·
θijkijk
k=1 Γ(αijk )) k=1

(3.5)

In equation 3.6, the above pdf in (3.5) is simplified through the method of
taking the proportion and is redenoted below with a constant, c1 .
p(Θij ) ∝ c1 ·

ri
Y

α

θijkijk

−1

(3.6)

k=1

In equation 3.7, the above pdf in (3.6) is expressed with the shape
0
hyperparameter, αijk , equal to Nijk and is redenoted below.
p(Θij ) = c1 ·

ri
Y

0

N −1
θijkijk

(3.7)

k=1
0

When Nijk equals 1, this is called a flat prior for Θij . An alternative way to
specify Θij is with the use of a prior that is uniform over all configurations of
0
Q
(Xi , Xi ) (Scutari and Denis, 2014, Carvalho, 2009). In this case, αijk equals rNi ·qi ,
0
where N is the imaginary sample size (iss). As the integer value of the iss increases,
the concentration around the mean of αijk is greater and the variance is smaller.

3.2.2

The likelihood

The observed data for N survey observations are viewed as N realizations of the
random vector X. Denote the observed data T as {xl1 , . . . , xln , l = 1, . . . , N } and
the parent set for Xi in observation l as P ali . In equation 3.8, the likelihood based
on observed data {T } is specified as a product of multinomial distributions.
L(Θ|T ) =

"r
qi
N Y
n Y
k
Y
Y
l=1 i=1 j=1

#
I(x =s ,P a =w )
θijk li ik li ij

(3.8)

k=1

In equation 3.9, the above likelihood in (3.8) is simplified.
L(Θ|T ) =

qi ri
n Y
Y
Y

N

θijkijk ,

(3.9)

i=1 j=1 k=1

where:
i. the Nijk s are the number of instances in the data T , where the random variables
Q
Xi , choose the kth category sik , and the variables in the parent sets, Xi , choose
the jth configuration wij .
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3.2.3

The posterior
0

Assuming the fixing of αijk at Nijk , in equation 3.10 the posterior for the
parameters, Θij , is specified by a Dirichlet distribution and is denoted below.
0

0

Θij |Nijk , αijk , G ∼ Dir (αij1 , . . . , αijri ),

(3.10)

where:
0
0
i. αijk is the shape parameter for the posterior distribution and is equal to Nijk plus
αijk .
In equation 3.11, the pmf for the Dirichlet distributed posterior for Θij is
denoted below in closed form.
Pi
0
ri
0
Γ( rk=1
αijk ) Y
α −1
p(Θij |T ) = Qri
·
θijkijk
0
k=1 Γ(αijk ) k=1

3.2.4

(3.11)

The new observations

Let Y = {Yli , l = 1, . . . , m, i = 1, . . . , n} be the random vectors for m new
observations. Denote the realized new observations as {yl1 , . . . , yln , l = 1, . . . , m} and
the parent set for Yli as P ali . In equation 3.12, the distribution of Y given known
parameters Θ is specified by a product of Multinomial distributions.
p(Y|Θ) =

"r
qi
m Y
n Y
k
Y
Y
l=1 i=1 j=1

3.3

#
I(y =sik ,P ali =wij )

θijk li

(3.12)

k=1

The estimation and prediction

The estimation and prediction processes used in the analysis of this paper will be
explained in this section, beginning first with the maximum likelihood (MLE)
approach (Carvalho, 2009, Zhang, 2008) and then second with the Bayesian
parameter approach (Scutari and Denis, 2014, Tu, 2014, Johnson, 2010, Carvalho,
2009, Zhang, 2008, Heckerman, 1995).

3.3.1

The maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)

The MLE assumes the parameters of the Bayesian network, Θij , are fixed and
unknown (Zhang, 2008) and the estimation method maximizes the likelihood
function in equation (3.9). To begin explaining this process, in equation (3.13), the
log-likelihood scoring function of β by T is denoted below.
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qi ri
n Y
Y
Y

LL(Θ|T ) = log

!
N
θijkijk

(3.13)

i=1 j=1 k=1

After moving the products and the exponent outside of the logarithm, in
equation (3.14) the log-likelihood scoring function of β by T is redenoted below.
LL(Θ|T ) =

qi
ri
n X
X
X

Nijk · log(θijk )

(3.14)

i=1 j=1 k=1

The maximization of the MLE process is performed by computing the mode of
the log-likelihood scoring function, in equation (3.15) the mode of the log-likelihood
scoring function is denoted below.
b = argmax LL(Θ|T )
Θ

(3.15)

Θ

Under the Gibb’s inequality (Carvalho, 2009), the log-likelihood scoring
N
. In
function of Θ by T is maximized when the parameters, θijk , are equal to Nijk
ij
equation (3.16) the point estimate for the parameters of the Bayesian network, β, is
denoted below.
θ̂ijk =
where Nij =

3.3.2

Pri

k=1

Nijk
,
Nij

(3.16)

Nijk .

The Bayesian parameter estimation and prediction

The Bayesian parameter estimation assumes the parameters of the Bayesian
network, Θ, are random variables with the prior distribution, p(Θ). The collected
data, T , are treated as fixed with the marginal distribution, p(T ). The data
likelihood, L(Θ|T ), is used to update the parameters in order to compute the
posterior distribution, p(Θ|T ). The explanation of the Bayesian parameter
estimation begins by expressing the Bayes’ rule. In equation (3.17), the Bayes’ rule
is used to estimate the posterior, with the use of the marginal of the data, the prior,
and the likelihood.
p(Θ|T ) =

L(Θ|T )p(Θ)
p(T )

(3.17)

As a member of the exponential family, a conjugate relationship exists between
the Dirichlet prior and Multinomial likelihood sampling distributions (Gormley
et al., 2016). For this paper, the Dirichlet-Multinomial conjugate relationship is used
as a multivariate extension of the Beta-Binomial distribution. Since the distribution
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of data is constant for all possible parameter values, in equation (3.18) the Bayes’
rule reduces to being proportional to the product of the prior and the likelihood by
dropping the data disribution term and treating it as the new constant c5 .
p(Θ|T ) ∝ c5 · L(Θ|T )p(Θ)

(3.18)

After rexpression with the probability functions of the prior (3.7) and the
likelihood (3.9), in equation (3.19) the pmf for the Dirichlet-Multinomial posterior
(3.11) is expressed with the new constant c6 below.
p(Θ|T ) = c6 ·

qi ri
n Y
Y
Y

0

N +Nijk −1
θijkijk

(3.19)

i=1 j=1 k=1

In equation (3.20), the constant, c6 , represented in the above pmf for the
Dirichlet-Multinomial posterior (3.19) is denoted below.
qi
n Y
Y

0

Γ(Nij )
c6 =
0
0
Γ(Nij1 )...Γ(Nijri )
i=1 j=1

(3.20)

A point estimate for the parameters of the Bayesian network, β, is then
obtained by computing the mean of the posterior. In equation (3.21), the mean of
the posterior is denoted below.
Z
Ep(Θ|T ) (θijk ) =

θijk · p(Θ|T ) · dθijk

(3.21)

After computing the solution to the expectation of the posterior, in equation
(3.22) the point estimate for the parameters of the Bayesian network, β, is denoted
below.
0

Nijk + Nijk
Ep(Θ|T ) (θijk ) = Pri
0
k=1 (Nijk + Nijk )

(3.22)

Finally, in equation (3.23) the posterior predictive for Y is denoted below.
Z
p(Y|T ) =

p(Y|Θ) · p(Θ|T )dΘ

(3.23)

The posterior predictive is composed of the product of the pmfs for the new
data, p(Y|Θ) (3.12), and the posterior, p(Θ|T ) (3.11). After computing the solution
to the posterior predictive, in equation (3.24) the posterior predictive for Y is
denoted below.
p(Y|T ) = c6 ·

qi
n Y
Y
i=1 j=1

Q ri

0

o
Γ(Nijk
+ Nijk + Nijk )
,
0
o
Γ(Nij + Nij + Nij )

k=1
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(3.24)

where:
o
s are the number of Yli s, which choose the kth category sik , and the variables
i. Nijk
in their parent sets choose the jth configuration wij ; and,
Pi
o
ii. Nijo = qj=1
Nijk
.

3.4

The scoring functions

The network scoring functions used for the analysis of this research include the
Bayesian and the information-theoretic varieties and they will be discussed
throughout the following section. In addition, the prior probability of all networks
are assumed to be equal.

3.4.1

The BD and K2 criteria

The Bayesian Dirichlet (BD) scoring function is defined as BD(B, T ) = log(p(B, T ))
(Carvalho, 2009), where p(B, T ) = p(B)p(T |B). p(B) represents the prior
probability of the network B and p(T |B) is the marginal likelihood, i.e.,
R
p(T |Θ)p(Θ)dΘ. More specifically, in equation (3.25), the BD scoring function is
denoted.

BD(B, T )) = log(P (B)) +

qi
n X
X

log

i=1 j=1

!

ri
0
Y
Γ(Nijk + Nijk
)
Γ(Nij0 )
·
0
Γ(Nij + Nij0 ) k=1
Γ(Nijk
)

(3.25)

The BD scoring function provides the foundation to begin explaining the other
Bayesian criteria that are used in this paper. Since the BD scoring function is
unusable in practice due to the specification of the shape parameters, αijk , fixed to
0
0
Nijk for all i, j, and k, hence it is not used in this paper. Assuming all Nijk s equal
to an integer value of 1, the BD scoring function becomes the K2 scoring function.
In equation (3.26), the K2 scoring function is denoted.

K2(B, T ) = log(P (B)) +

qi
n X
X
i=1 j=1

3.4.2

"
log



(ri − 1)!
(Nij + ri − 1)!


+

ri
X

#
log(Nijk !)

(3.26)

k=1

The Bayesian Dirichlet likelihood-equivalence uniform
(BDeu)

As another extension of the BD scoring function, the BDeu scoring function assumes
Dirichlet prior distributions for the parameter vectors Θij , j = 1, . . . , qi , where the
Q
expected probabilities for all configurations of (Xi , Xi ) are equal, i.e., the mean
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Q
value of P (Xi = sik , Xi = wij ) is ri1qi for all ks and js. The prior under the BDeu
criteria further assumes a hyperparameter N 0 so that the expected cell counts for all
Q
0
configurations of (Xi , Xi ) are rNi qi . In equation (3.27), the BDeu scoring function
is denoted.

BDeu(B, T ) = log(P (B))+

i=1





N0
qi







Γ Nijk + Γ
Γ
  ·
 
log  
0
0
Γ Nij + Γ Nqi
Γ qNi ri
j=1
k=1

qi
n X
X

ri
Y

N0
qi ri

 


(3.27)
0
The hyperparameter N determines the strength of the prior belief where a N
value of 1 gives more weighting to the data likelihood, while instead the value of 16
0
gives more weighting to the prior distribution. In data analysis, N is chosen as of 1,
4, and 16 for sensitivity evaluation.
0

3.4.3

The Akaike information criterion (AIC)

In equation (3.28), the Akaike information criterion (AIC) is denoted.
AIC(B|T ) =

qi
ri
n X
X
X


Nijk · log

i=1 j=1 k=1

Nijk
Nij


− |B|,

(3.28)

where:
i. the numerical sum in the equation is the maximized log-likelihood function,
ii. |B| is the number of free parameters in Θ, which depicts the network complexity,
and,
P
iii. |B| = ni=1 (ri − 1) · qi .

3.4.4

The Bayesian information criterion (BIC)

In equation (3.29), the second of these penalizing information-theoretic critera is the
Bayesian information criterion (BIC).
BIC(B|T ) =

qi
ri
n X
X
X


Nijk · log

i=1 j=1 k=1

Nijk
Nij


−

1
· log(N ) · |B|,
2

(3.29)

where:
i. N is the total number of observations.

3.5

The optimization

Since initially, the structure of the DAG is unknown, we use the Tabu Greedy score
and search optimization algorithm to find the optimal DAG. In a nutshell, the
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search algorithm starts with an empty network, G, proceeds with scoring and
searching, and then outputs the DAG, Gmax which best fits the project data under a
chosen scoring function (Scutari et al., 2019, Scutari and Denis, 2014). Background
knowledge in the form of forcing a chosen directed edge can be integrated into the
Tabu Greedy score and search optimization algorithm, which guarantees its presence
into the outputted Bayesian network (Scutari, 2010).
Besides the Tabu Greedy score and search optimization, there are other
algorithms for searching for an optimal DAG. For example, there are constraint
methods which test conditional independence among the variables to find DAGs
that satisfies the d-separation criterion, other score methods, such as the
Hill-Climbing algorithm, which assign a score to each network and then apply a
chosen heuristic search algorithm, and hybrid methods which combine both
constraint and scoring methods to locate the optimal DAG. Since the eight selected
project variables of interest are categorical data collected from the small sample
cross-sectional survey, the estimated DAG structures are considered small discrete
networks. When selecting the optimization algorithm of choice for the analysis of
the small discrete networks in this paper, the score-based procedures performed the
best (Scutari et al., 2019). Of the researched heuristic Greedy search algorithms, the
Tabu score and search procedure was the most accurate.
In algorithm 1, the inputs, the output, and the steps for the Tabu Greedy score
and search procedure are provided below.

[Next page]
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Algorithm 1: The Tabu Greedy score and search (Scutari et al., 2019)
Inputs : I. The data T from X,
II. the initial empty DAG structure, G, from the Bayesian network, B,
III. the chosen score function, Score(B,T ),
IV. the length of the tabu list, t1 , and,
V. the number of iterations without improving the best network score,
t0 .
Output: I. The non-empty DAG, Gmax , from the Bayesian network, Bmax ,
maximizing the score function, Score(B,T ).
Steps:
I. Compute the score function of G, SG = Score(B, T ). Set both Smax = SG and
Gmax = G.
II. Repeat as long as Smax increases:
a. for every possible arc addition, deletion, or reversal in Gmax resulting in a
DAG:
i. compute the score function of, G∗ , the modified DAG,
SG∗ = Score(B ∗ , T ), and,
ii. if SG∗ > Smax and SG∗ > SG , then set G = G∗ and SG = SG∗ .
b. if SG > Smax , then set Smax = SG and Gmax = G.
III. For up to t0 iterations repeat step II, but choose the DAG G with the highest
SG , in which SG has not been visited in the last t1 tabu listed steps regardless of
Smax . If a DAG with SG > Smax is found, then restart the search from step II.
The Tabu Greedy score and search method exhaustively computes and then
eventually outputs the optimal DAG that fits the project data by considering each
candidate structure one step at a time (Scutari et al., 2019). At each step in the
search process, given the current best performing DAG, every possible arc addition,
deletion, or reversal is scored and then compared against its structure in order to
locate an improvement. Also, the Tabu Greedy score and search method computes
the local optimal solutions, without a single best answer but many equivalent
answers, in order to approximate the global optimal solution.
The Tabu score and search differs from other Greedy methods in that it uses
the forbidden list in step III of the procedure to temporarily disregard recently
discovered improving local optimal solutions, or hills, with the end purpose of
finding the globally optimal solution (Scutari and Denis, 2014). The forbidden list
component allows the algorithm to find the new local optimal solutions by deeming
the current best maximum score unvisitable for up to t1 steps. Of importance is the
random restarts step is not included in the optimization process of this paper
because a perturb input is not allowable as a possible option with the tabu function
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of the bnlearn package in R. More information on the bnlearn package is provided in
appendix A.2.

3.6

The model selection and diagnostic testing

After the structural learning for the estimated DAG models, the selection process
requires measuring the accuracy of the candidates to evaluate and choose the final
model with the best overall performance at fitting the project datasets. For the
robustness of this model selection process, the accuracy testing of the candidate
models will be performed in-sample, with training on the entire dataset, and
out-of-sample, with training on a reduced dataset to allow for testing under an
independent dataset. In the following, the in-sample model accuracy measures, the
out-of-sample model accuracy measures, and the diagnostic testing for these models
will be explained.
For the in-sample model accuracy measures, the statistical goodness-of-fit
scoring functions are computed and compared, which include the
information-theoretic (AIC and BIC) and the Bayesian (K2 and BDeu) approaches.
For the out-of-sample model accuracy measures, the hold-out cross-validation
calculations are used as another means of robustness checking and are performed
using the train and test datasets. The hold-out cross-validation is performed by
randomly shuffling the inputted full dataset and then splitting it into the train and
test datasets (Han and Kamber, 2006). The training dataset is used to estimate the
DAG models and then, these trained DAG model structures are validated on the
test dataset. The prediction classification accuracy and error rates are calculated
from the computed confusion matrix.
In table 3.6, the confusion matrix used to evaluate the models of interest is
denoted below.
Actual Occurrence
Correct
Incorrect

Model Prediction
True
False
True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN)
False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN)

To begin explaining the confusion matrix, the true positives (TPs) are the case
counts of the classified outcomes when the model predicts true and the actual
occurrence is correct. The false negatives (FNs) or the type II errors are the case
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counts of the classified outcomes when the model predicts false and the actual
occurrence is correct. The false positives (FPs) or type I errors are the case counts
of the classified outcomes when the model predicts true and the actual occurrence is
incorrect. Lastly, the true negatives (TNs) are the case counts of the classified
outcomes when the model predicts false and the actual occurrence is incorrect.
In equation 3.30, the classification error rate used to evaluate the models of
interest is denoted below.
FP + FN
(3.30)
TP + TN + FP + FN
The classification error rate for the examined models of interest uses the case
counts of the classified outcomes from the confusion matrix to compute the total
percentage that is incorrectly classified.
classification error rate =

In equation 3.31, the classification accuracy rate used to evaluate the models of
interest is denoted below.
classification accuracy rate = 1 − classification error rate

(3.31)

The decomposability of the probabilities for each of the estimated models of
interest tests with the d-separation criterion (Scutari and Denis, 2014). For more
information on the bnlearn library and the d-separation criterion, please refer to
appendix A.2 and B.3 of this paper.

3.7

The conditional probability tables (CPTs)

After selecting the optimal DAG, the parameter estimation process is performed to
estimate the unknown multinomial parameters Θ. These estimated parameters are
expressed as CPTs. For this paper, the Bayesian parameter estimation process is
0
0
used to compute the CPTs and the Dirichlet prior for Θ, assuming Nijk
= rNi qi ,
which is also assumed in constructing the BDeu scoring function. We further assume
0
N = 16 in the data analysis. Of importance is the inputted final DAG modeling
structure is required to be fully directed, as opposed to partially directed with
undirected edges, for the estimation process to take place.

3.8

The conditional probability queries (CPQs)

In the previous section, CPTs are used to estimate the conditional probabilities of
nodes given their direct parents. However, also of interest are the conditional
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probabilities of nodes given their non-direct grandparents, which can be computed
with conditional probability queries (CPQs). The approximate inference algorithm
used to calculate the CPQs for this paper involves the posterior distribution of the
Bayesian network parameters, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation
process, and the likelihood weighting trial generator (Scutari and Denis, 2014,
Suermondt, 1992).
A conditional probability query is denoted in equation 3.32 below.
Z Y
n
Y
X
p(Q|E, B ) = [ p(Xi |E,
Xi , Θ)] · d( ),
Q
i=1
0

(3.32)

where:
i. Q is the subset of in questioned variables,
ii. E is the fixed hard evidence for variables Xi1 , . . . , Xik , and,
iii. B 0 is the second, or non-orignal, mutilated Bayesian network, in which all nodes
are designed to include the hard evidence, E.
The CPQs are comprised of the distribution of the subset of query variables, Q,
given the hard evidence, E, treated as instantiations, ek , on another set of variables
in the network. Also, of importance is that these two variables Q and E are disjoint.
An example of using CPQs for this research paper is computing the marginal impact
of E. coli on diarrhea sickness. This unknown probability of interest is computed for
the sickness outcome node given the event of the primary exposure node of E. coli
exists or fails to exist and is denoted in equation 3.33 below.

0

0

p(QSickness = 1|EE. coli = 1, B ) − p(QSickness = 1|EE. coli = 0, B ),
In algorithm 2, the set of steps for the likelihood weighting procedure is
provided below.
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(3.33)

Algorithm 2: The likelihood weighting algorithm (Scutari and Denis, 2014)
Steps:
I. Denote the topological ordering of variables in X as X(1) ≺ X(2) ≺ ... ≺ X(n) ).
II. Set ζE = 0 and ζE,q = 0.
III. For a large number of samples x = (x1 , . . . , xn ),
Q
a. generate x(1) , x(2) , · · · , x(n) from p(X(i) | X(i) , Θ) using e1 , e2 , ..., ek which
are specified by the hard evidence, E for xi1 , . . . , xik ,
Q
Q
b. compute the weight ζx = p(Xi∗ = e∗ | X∗ ),
c. set ζE = ζE + ζx , and,
d. if x includes the set of query variables, Q = q, then set ζE,q = ζE,q + ζx .
IV. Estimate p(Q|E, G, Θ) with ζE,q /ζE .
The likelihood weighting is a sampling algorithm that improved upon the
rejection sampling technique because non-matching evidence is not discarded but
instead kept under the agreement that the cost requires sample weights. Under the
likelihood weighting trial generator, of importance is that all particles generated
must agree with the hard evidence, E. Lastly, the estimation of the CPQs are
calculated as the weights of the sample in agreement with both the query and
evidence, ζE,q , over the weights of the sample in agreement with only the evidence,
ζE .
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Chapter 4
The empirical results
The empirical results section of this paper will first discuss the structural learning
process used to estimate the directed acyclic graph (DAG) models of interest.
Second, the estimated DAG models of interest built from the full data will be
explained. Third, the in-sample accuracy check, the out-of-sample accuracy check,
and the diagnostic testing used to select the final DAG structure from the estimated
models of interest will be considered, and the selection will be shown. Fourth, based
on the selected final DAG model of interest, the parameter learning process used to
estimate the conditional probability tables (CPTs) will be revealed. Lastly, the
results from the conditional probability queries (CPQs) will be presented.

4.1

The DAG models

Since the exact DAG model is unknown, the candidate modeling structures can be
learned with the methods of the MLE process, the information-theoretic BIC
goodness-of-fit scoring function, and the Tabu Greedy score and search optimization
algorithm. The BIC criterion and the Tabu Greedy score and search optimization
are expressed in equation 3.29 and algorithm 1 of the empirical methods and models
section of this paper. Beginning with an empty network, G, the DAG structural
learning estimation process for the Bayesian network, B, given the data, T , scores,
searches, and then outputs the candidate model, Gmax of Bmax , by minimization of
the BIC criterion (Scutari et al., 2019, Scutari and Denis, 2014). In traditional
statistics, the dependent and independent variables are supervised using labeled
data. However, this computer science-based approach is unsupervised using
unlabeled data.
For this section, three Tabu searches are conducted assuming the following, no
background knowledge, a directed edge from washing hands to sickness, and a
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directed edge from water treatment to sickness. The diagnostic testing for the Tabu
searches is conducted with the dsep function of the bnlearn library in R (Scutari,
2010). More on the R libraries used in the analysis are located in the appendix A.2
section of this paper. In the following, the estimated DAG models (1A, 1B, and 1C)
are presented with the directed edge strengths and plots.

4.1.1

Model 1A: No background knowledge

The DAG model 1A was estimated by imposing no background knowledge. In table
4.1, the directed edges and their corresponding raw strengths and strength
percentages are respectively shown for each dependency of the learned model 1A
structure.
Table 4.1: Full dataset (model 1A) - The estimated strengths of the directed edges
without added background knowledge.
From
E.coli
Wash Utensils
Flush Toilet
E.coli
Flush Toilet
Water Source

To
Raw Strength Strength %
Wash Hands
-19.43
31.32
E.coli
-18.82
30.34
E.coli
-15.33
24.71
Sickness
-5.30
8.54
Water Source
-2.72
4.39
Water Treatment
-0.43
0.70

When a single directed edge is removed from the DAG model, the raw strength
is the resulting change in the chosen network score of the BIC criterion (Scutari and
Denis, 2014). The raw strength percentage is the absolute value of the confidence
measure for each directed edge, divided by the sum for the entire network structure
times one hundred. The directed edges explaining the most significant individual
dependencies in the full dataset, include from E. coli to wash hands at 31.32 percent,
from wash utensils to E. coli at 30.34 percent, and from flush toilet to E. coli at
24.71 percent. The interpretations of the raw strengths for the most significant
individual dependencies of the DAG model 1A, include an increase in the
concentration levels of E. coli in the environment causes an increase to the
participation of the washing hands behavior; an increase in the participation of the
wash utensils behavior causes a decrease to the concentration levels of E. coli in the
environment; and, an increase in the access of flush toilet systems causes a decrease
to the concentration levels of E. coli in the environment.
The directed edges explaining the least significant individual dependencies in
the full dataset, include from E. coli to sickness at 8.54 percent, from flush toilet to
water source at 4.39 percent, and from water source to water treatment at 0.70
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percent. Of note is the directed edge dependency from E. coli to sickness at 8.54
percent. This reported value is low but can be attributed to explanatory power
being consumed by the secondary exposures, which include the behavior and access
variables. Thus, some of the raw strength is already attributed to the larger
percentage dependencies contributing to the E. coli presence within the environment.
The interpretations of the raw strengths for the least significant individual
dependencies of the DAG model 1A, include, an increase in the concentration levels
of E. coli in the environment causes an increase to the diarrhea sickness presence; an
increase in the access to flush toilet systems causes an increase in the access of
tubewell and boring water sources; and, an increase in the access to tubewell and
boring water sources causes an increase to the participation of the water treatment
behavior. Of importance is the limitation of the Bayesian network representing the
model 1A, as the interpretation of the causation for the directed edge between the
two access variables seems unintuitive (e.g., from flush toilet to water source).
In figure 4.1, the learned DAG structure shows a single directed edge
dependency directly impacting the outcome of sickness, which includes from the
primary exposure variable of E. coli in the environment to the diarrhea sickness
presence.

The Estimated DAG model 1A with the Full Dataset

Water Treatment
Age
Water Source

Flush Toilet
Sickness
E. coli

Legend Wash Hands
Wash Utensils
Outcome
Exposure (Primary)

Background knowledge: None

Figure 4.1: Using the full dataset, the structure of model 1A was estimated using
the optimization of the Tabu Search learning algorithm to score and search for the
minimum BIC criterion value.
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The learned DAG structure shows three secondary directed edge dependencies
directly impacting or being impacted by the primary exposure of E. coli, which
include from wash utensils to E. coli, from flush toilet to E. coli, and from E. coli to
wash hands. Of importance are the dependence structures following the previous
research examined in the literature review section of this paper, which include from
E. coli to diarrhea sickness, from the behavior of washing utensils to E. coli, from
the access to flush toilet facilities to E. coli, and from the access to sanitary water
sources to the behavior of using water treatment. Of concern are the dependence
structures not following the previous research examined in the literature review
section of this paper, which include the absence of a direct causation between the
behaviors of washing hands and water treatment, and the diarrhea sickness presence.
Please note that these issues are addressed in the following sections for models 1B
and 1C. Lastly, the variable representing participants above or below the median age
of 40 shows no directed edge dependency showcasing its independence from the rest
of the DAG structure.

4.1.2

Model 1B: Directed edge from wash hands to sickness

The DAG model 1B was estimated by imposing a directed edge from washing hands
to sickness in order to correct the diagnosed issue with model 1A. In table 4.2, the
directed edges and their corresponding raw strengths and strength percentages are
respectively shown for each dependency of the learned model 1B structure.
Table 4.2: Full dataset (model 1B) - The estimated strengths of the directed edges
with added background knowledge from wash hands to sickness.
From
E.coli
Wash Utensils
Flush Toilet
Wash Hands
Flush Toilet
Water Source

To
Raw Strength Strength %
Wash Hands
-19.43
31.50
E.coli
-18.82
30.52
E.coli
-15.33
24.86
Sickness
-4.93
8.00
Water Source
-2.72
4.42
Water Treatment
-0.43
0.70

The directed edges explaining the most significant individual dependencies in
the full dataset, include from E. coli to wash hands at 31.50 percent, from wash
utensils to E. coli at 30.52 percent, and from flush toilet to E. coli at 24.86 percent.
The directed edges explaining the least significant individual dependencies in the full
dataset, include from wash hands to sickness at 8.00 percent, from flush toilet to
water source at 4.42 percent, and from water source to water treatment at 0.70
percent. The interpretation of the raw strength for the added directed edge
dependency from wash hands to sickness of the DAG model 1B, includes an increase
in the participation of the washing hands behavior causes a decrease to the diarrhea
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sickness presence.
In figure 4.2, the learned DAG structure corrected the directed edge
dependency directly impacting the outcome of sickness, which includes from the
secondary exposure variable of washing hands with soap every time after using the
toilet to the diarrhea sickness presence.

The Estimated DAG model 1B with the Full Dataset

Wash Utensils

Age

E. coli
Flush Toilet
Wash Hands
Water Source

LegendSickness
Water Treatment
Outcome
Exposure (Primary)

Background knowledge: Directed edge from wash hands to sickness

Figure 4.2: Using the full dataset, the structure of model 1B was estimated using
the optimization of the Tabu Search learning algorithm to score and search for the
minimum BIC criterion value.
Still of concern is the dependence structure not following the previous research
examined in the literature review section of this paper, which includes the absence of
a direct causation between the sanitary household behavior of using water treatment
before consumption and the diarrhea sickness presence. Please note that this issue is
addressed in the following section for model 1C.

4.1.3

Model 1C: Directed edge from water treatment to sickness

The DAG model 1C was estimated by imposing the directed edges of the variables
from wash hands to sickness and from water treatment to sickness in order to
correct the diagnosed issues with model 1A and model 1B. In table 4.3, the directed
edges and their corresponding raw strengths and strength percentages are
respectively shown for each dependency of the learned model 1C structure.
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Table 4.3: Full dataset (model 1C) - The estimated strengths of the directed edges
with added background knowledge from water treatment to sickness.
From
E.coli
Wash Utensils
Flush Toilet
Water Treatment
Flush Toilet
Wash Hands
Water Source

To
Raw Strength Strength %
Wash Hands
-19.43
31.32
E.coli
-18.82
30.33
E.coli
-15.33
24.71
Sickness
3.69
5.95
Water Source
-2.72
4.39
Sickness
-1.61
2.60
Water Treatment
-0.43
0.70

The directed edges explaining the most significant individual dependencies in
the full dataset, include from E. coli to wash hands at 31.32 percent, from wash
utensils to E. coli at 30.33 percent, and from flush toilet to E. coli at 24.71 percent.
The directed edges explaining the least significant individual dependencies in the full
dataset, include from water treatment to sickness at 5.95 percent, from flush toilet
to water source at 4.39 percent, from wash hands to sickness at 2.60 percent, and
from water source to water treatment at 0.70 percent. The interpretation of the raw
strength for the added directed edge dependency from water treatment to sickness of
the DAG model 1C, includes an increase in the participation of the water treatment
behavior causes an increase to the diarrhea sickness presence.
In figure 4.3, the learned DAG structure corrected the directed edge
dependency directly impacting the outcome of sickness, which includes from the
secondary exposure variable of using water treatment before consumption to the
diarrhea sickness presence.

[Next page]
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The Estimated DAG model 1C with the Full Dataset

Age

Sickness

Wash Hands
Wash Utensils
E. coli

Water Treatment

Legend

Flush Toilet
Water Source

Outcome
Exposure (Primary)

Background knowledge: Directed edge from water treatment to sickness

Figure 4.3: Using the full dataset, the structure of model 1C was estimated using
the optimization of the Tabu Search learning algorithm to score and search for the
minimum BIC criterion value.
Of importance is the directed edge dependency from the behavior of using
water treatment before consumption to diarrhea sickness, because it accounts for a
non-E. coli based sickness presence.

4.2

The model selection and diagnostics

In order to compare the models 1A, 1B, and 1C and then select the final model,
which best fits the full dataset, additional information-theoretic and Bayesian
network scoring functions are computed for robustness. These scoring functions are
a way to determine the in-sample accuracy measure. The information-theoretic
Akaike information criterion (AIC) is expressed in equation 3.28 of the empirical
methods and models section of this paper. The Bayesian criterion of the K2 and its
extension the Bayesian Dirichlet likelihood-equivalance uniform joint distribution
(BDeu) are expressed in equations 3.26 and 3.27. For sensitivity analysis, the BDeu
criteria is computed at three differing imaginary sample size (iss) values of 1, 4, and
0
16. In other words, the iss value or N provides weighting to the posterior
0
distribution, where the N value of 1 gives more weight to the data likelihood, while
instead, the value of 16 gives more weight to the prior distribution.
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In table 4.4, the additional information-theoretic and the Bayesian network
scoring functions are reported. Also, of note is the number of parameters are
reported to showcase each model’s level of parsimony.

Table 4.4: Goodness-of-fit criteria: The information-theoretic (AIC and BIC) and
the Bayesian (K2 and BDeu) approaches allow in-sample comparison of the network
scores for the models fit with the full dataset (1A, 1B, and 1C).
Full Dataset
Model 1A Model 1B
i. Parsimonious-ness
Parameters
15
15
ii. Information-Theory
AICM in
-1534.28
-1534.65
BICM in
-1562.36
-1562.72
iii. Bayesian
K2M ax
-1554.87
-1555.20
0
BDeuM ax (N = 1)
-1567.41
-1567.76
0
BDeuM ax (N = 4)
-1554.88
-1555.20
0
BDeuM ax (N = 16) -1550.94
-1551.16

Model 1C
17
-1534.60
-1566.41
-1556.57
-1572.36
-1557.56
-1552.24

The bolded values represented the best performing values for each of the three
trained models under each criterion. According to (Carvalho, 2009), the
information-theoretic criteria perform the best for small datasets. Amongst the
information-theoretic criteria, the BIC criterion tends to discover the true or
consistent model (Brewer and Butler, 2017). Thus, the best final candidate is the
model 1C because it has the lowest reported BIC criterion value of -1566.41, is the
most intuitive model, and has reasonable parsimony with 17 parameters.
The diagnostic testing used for the reported models built with the full dataset
(1A, 1B, and 1C) includes checking for the decomposability of the probabilities. In
table B.7, the directed separation or d-separation criterion is reported for the models
of interest (1A, 1B, and 1C).

Table 4.5: Diagnostic - Testing of the d-separation criterion for the models fit with
the full dataset (1A, 1B, 1C).
Full Dataset
D-Separation
Model 1A Model 1B Model 1C
Criterion Hold?
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
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The best performing model 1C for the in-sample accuracy calculations is
d-separated by the wash hands variable, which allows for the probability
decomposition used in equation 3.2 of the empirical methods and models section of
this paper.

4.3

The cross-validation

In order to select the final model that best fits the data, another robustness check
was performed using the train and test datasets for the out-of-sample hold-out
cross-validation calculations. Starting with the full dataset comprised of 312
observations, the train dataset randomly left out 32 test observations for 280 in
total. The models of interest (2A, 2B, and 2C) are obtained by the optimization
algorithm of the Tabu Search method and then are evaluated for accuracy as target
structures on the test dataset for a single run. Also, the background knowledge
imposed on the directed edges of the variables with the estimated models (1A, 1B,
and 1C) are similarly used to estimate the models (2A, 2B, and 2C) in an attempt
to make them as identical as possible. However, since the full and train datasets are
different this process is not exact but close enough for the out-of-sample prediction
accuracy check purposes. For brevity, the figures of the plots and the diagnostic
table for the estimated DAG models (2A, 2B, and 2C) are provided in appendix B.5.
The relevant outputs or calculated measures used from the hold-out cross-validation
procedure, which include the confusion matrix, the classification error rate, and the
classification accuracy rate in table 3.6 and equations 3.30 and 3.31 are discussed in
the empirical methods and models section of this paper.
In table 4.6, the estimated DAG models (2A, 2B, and 2C) are used to calculate
the prediction classification error rate of the outcome variable sickness.
Table 4.6: Using DAG models (2A, 2B, and 2C) estimated with the train dataset,
the test dataset was used to perform the hold-out cross-validation calculations of the
prediction classification error for the sickness outcome node.
Out-of-Sample Prediction Model 2A
Classification Error Rate
0.20

Train Dataset
Model 2B Model 2C
0.20
0.20

The prediction accuracy and error rates are used to examine the models of
interest and calculate the amount of the predicted counts that are correctly and
incorrectly classified (Han and Kamber, 2006). The reported prediction classification
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error rate is .20 or 20 percent for the models (2A, 2B, and 2C). The reported
prediction classification accuracy rate or 1 minus the prediction classification error
rate is 80 percent for the models (2A, 2B, and 2C). Thus under the hold-out
cross-validation calculations, the best candidate for the final model is any of the
three models of interest. Since the model 1C estimated with the full dataset is
identical enough to the model 2C built with the train dataset and they both
performed the best for the model in and out-of-sample accuracy checks, the final
model 1C is chosen to move forward for the posterior CPT calculations.

4.4

The CPTs

Before discussing the parameter learning estimation procedures and then revealing
the posterior CPT results of this study, it is important to remember the focus of the
literature review section of this paper, which include the outcome of human diarrhea
sickness, the primary exposure of E. coli in the environment, and the other
secondary exposure factors of interest. These other secondary exposure factors of
interest include the participation of sanitary human behaviors and the access to
sanitary built-in environments. Before estimating the final model, it is unknown
what the outcome of human diarrhea sickness and the primary exposure of E. coli in
the environment are functions of. Since the final DAG model 1C has now been
estimated and selected, the parameters can now be estimated dependent upon its
structure. For instance, from this final DAG structure, the results found the
outcome variable of human diarrhea sickness is a function of the secondary exposure
variables of washing hands and water treatment. Also, the results from this study
determined that the primary exposure variable of E. coli in the environment is a
function of the secondary exposure variables of flush toilet and washing utensils.
The parameters underlying the final DAG model 1C are computed with the
Bayesian estimation process using the Bayes’ rule to calculate the posterior from the
prior and likelihood. The Bayesian parameter estimation process used an imaginary
0
sample size or N value of 16 which gives more weight to the prior distribution.
These estimated CPTs for the outcome node of sickness and the primary exposure
node of E. coli represent the real life scenarios that are dependent on if the
participation of sanitary human behaviors and/or the access to sanitary built-in
environments exist or fail to exist. In the appendix B.2 of this paper, the three-way
contingency tables are provided with the raw data counts for the tables 4.7 - 4.10 to
be revealed below.
In table 4.7, the three-way variable contingency table represents the first
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Bayesian probabilistic scenario for the household diarrhea sickness presence in the
past 30 days.
Table 4.7: Using the chosen final model 1C, the posterior mean conditional probabilities for the sickness outcome node given the secondary explanatory variable of water
treatment presence fails to exist.
Conditional Probability
Water Treatment No (0)
Hand Wash
No (0) Yes (1)
No (0)
0.59
0.79
Sickness
Yes (1)
0.41
0.21

The diarrhea sickness outcome variable is dependent on the participation of the
sanitary human behaviors, which include the varied washing hands with soap after
using the toilet and the fixed non-existing water treatment types of boiling or
filtering. The bolded probability of the reported diarrhea sickness without household
participation in water treatment and hand washing is 41 percent. Alternatively, this
bolded probability with household participation in hand washing is 21 percent.
According to the backdoor criterion (Pearl, 2009), conditioning on water treatment
is sufficient to obtain the total causal effect of participation in hand washing, which
is a 20 percent reduction of reported diarrhea sickness in the survey’s households.
In table 4.8, the three-way variable contingency table represents the second
Bayesian probabilistic scenario for the household diarrhea sickness presence in the
past 30 days.
Table 4.8: Using the chosen final model 1C, the posterior mean conditional probabilities for the sickness outcome node given the secondary explanatory variable of water
treatment presence exists.
Conditional Probability
Water Treatment Yes (1)
Hand Wash
No (0) Yes (1)
No (0)
0.67
0.87
Sickness
Yes (1)
0.33
0.13

The diarrhea sickness outcome variable is dependent on the participation of the
sanitary human behaviors, which include the varied washing hands with soap after
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using the toilet and the fixed existing water treatment types of boiling or filtering.
The bolded probability of the reported diarrhea sickness with household
participation in water treatment but without hand washing is 33 percent.
Alternatively, this bolded probability with household participation in hand washing
is 13 percent. Thus, the participation in water treatment results in an 8 percent
reduction of reported diarrhea sickness in the survey’s households. Also, in
comparison to no participation in sanitary household behaviors, the participation in
both hand washing and water treatment results in a 28 percent reduction in the
reported diarrhea sickness presence of the survey’s households.
In table 4.9, the three-way variable contingency table represents the first
Bayesian probabilistic scenario for the household result of a positive coliform test for
E. coli under the ultraviolet (UV) light.
Table 4.9: Using the chosen final model 1C, the posterior mean conditional probabilities for the E. coli primary exposure node given the secondary explanatory variable
of wash utensils presence fails to exist.
Conditional Probability
Wash Utensils No (0)
Flush Toilet
No (0) Yes (1)
No (0)
0.31
0.52
E. coli
Yes (1)
0.69
0.48

The E. coli primary exposure variable is dependent on the varied access to the
built-in environment of a flush toilet facility and the fixed non-existing participation
of the washing utensils behavior. The bolded probability of the household result of a
positive coliform test for E. coli without household participation in washing utensils
and access to a flush toilet facility is 69 percent. Alternatively, this bolded
probability with household access to a flush toilet facility is 48 percent. The access
to a flush toilet facility results in a 21 percent reduction in positive coliform tests for
E. coli in the survey’s participating households, when washing utensils are absent.
In table 4.10, the three-way variable contingency table represents the second
Bayesian probabilistic scenario for the household result of a positive coliform test for
E. coli under the UV light.
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Table 4.10: Using the chosen final model 1C, the posterior mean conditional probabilities for the E. coli primary exposure node given the secondary explanatory variable
of wash utensils presence exists.
Conditional Probability
Wash Utensils Yes (1)
Flush Toilet
No (0) Yes (1)
No (0)
0.54
0.91
E. coli
Yes (1)
0.46
0.09

The E. coli primary exposure variable is dependent on the varied access to the
built-in environment of a flush toilet facility and the fixed existing participation of
the washing utensils behavior. The bolded probability of the household result of a
positive coliform test for E. coli with household participation in washing utensils but
without access to a flush toilet facility is 46 percent. Alternatively, this bolded
probability with household access to a flush toilet facility is 9 percent. Thus, the
participation in utensil washing results in a 23 percent reduction in positive coliform
tests for E. coli in the survey’s participating households, when washing utensils are
present. Lastly, in comparison to no participation in a sanitary household behavior
and a lack of access to a sanitary built-in environment, the participation in both
utensil washing and access to a flush toilet results in a 60 percent reduction in
positive coliform tests for E. coli in the survey’s participating households.
In table 4.11, the aformentioned conditional probability findings are
summarized.
Table 4.11: Using the chosen final model 1C, the posterior mean conditional probabilities for the varied parent nodes and the child nodes of sickness and E. coli fixed at
exists.
Parent Node(s)
Child Node ∆P robability
Hand Wash (H.W.)
Sickness
-20%
Water Treatment (W.T.)
Sickness
-8%
H.W. and W.T.
Sickness
-28%
Flush Toilet (F.T.)
E. coli
-21%
Washing Utensils (W.U.)
E. coli
-23%
F.T. and W.U.
E. coli
-60%

Remark
H.W. reduces sickness.
W.T. reduces sickness.
H.W. and W.T. reduce sickness.
F.T. reduces E. coli.
W.U. reduces E. coli.
F.T. and W.U. reduce E. coli.

The results from the CPTs 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, and, 4.10 are concisely revealed,
showcasing the importance of participation in hygiene behaviors and access to
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sanitary built-in environments at the household-level.

4.5

The CPQs

With the structure and the parameter learning estimation already revealed, the last
step in the results section of this paper is to use approximate inference with the
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations to predict the CPQ question
representing the outcome of diarrhea sickness against the primary exposure of E.
coli. The issue with the parameter learning estimation of the model 1C is that the
E. coli node is not a direct parent of the sickness node, and thus the parameter of
interest is not estimatable. However, using the approximate inference procedure
with the likelihood weighting algorithm, the marginal impact probability of interest
could now be calculated with the use of the posterior predictive distribution. The
likelihood weighting algorithm and the posterior predictive distribution are shown in
algorithm 2 and equation 3.23, which are discussed in the empirical methods and
models section of this paper.
The generation of the mutilated Bayesian network began by specifying the
query variable as sickness and the fixed hard evidence variable as E. coli, and then
sampling parent-to-child from the other non-evidence listed variables: sickness,
water source, wash utensils, wash hands, flush toilet, water treatment, and age. The
query probabilities are calculated as the sum of the likelihood sample weights for the
prestated evidence and query variables over the evidence variables. The sample
weights are computed by multiplying the sample probabilities that matched the hard
evidence. Finally, the marginal impact of E. coli on diarrhea sickness is computed by
subtracting the two individually predicted query probabilities, (e.g.,
0
0
[p(QSickness = 1|EE. coli = 1, β ) − p(QSickness = 1|EE. coli = 0, β )]). Also, of
importance is the CPT findings in the previous section were successfully replicated
with the approximate inference procedure. In the appendix B.2 of this paper, the
two-way contingency table is provided with the raw data counts for the CPQs
calulation to be revealed below.
The diarrhea sickness outcome variable is dependent on the varied result from
the coliform test for E. coli under the UV light at a positive presence exists or fails
to exist. The probability of the reported diarrhea sickness without a positive
household E. coli presence is found to be 23 percent. Alternatively, this probability
with a positive household E. coli presence is found to be 29 percent. Thus, the
positive E. coli test results in a 6 percent increase in the reported diarrhea sickness
of the survey’s participating households.
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Chapter 5
The discussion and policy
recommendations
For the discussion of this research, the topic of diarrhea disease in developing
countries will be the focus. In the literature review chapter of this paper, the
participation in sanitary behaviors, the access to sanitary built-in environments, and
the ages of the humans were explored for their impacts on the concentration of E.
coli bacteria. The sanitary behaviors factor represented the project variables of
treating drinking water, washing hands, and washing utensils, while the access to
sanitary built-in environments factor represented flush toilet facilities and water
sources. In the following, the research findings will be discussed and compared with
previous literature. The project implementations will reduce diarrhea sickness
through three principles (Banerjee and Duflo, 2011). The first principle is reducing
ignorance with educational campaigns. The second principle is implementing policies
with thoughtful ideology incorporating checks and audits. The third principle is
using group-based movements to bring an action upon the current inertia.

5.1

The discussion and policy recommendations

The research findings supported the literature review on age and diarrhea, where
despite an urgency on reducing sickness within the youth, especially infants, the
data showed no relationship. Since no association exists between age and diarrhea
sickness, no project implementation was proposed specifically involving age.
The water treatment methods of boiling or filtering directly cause a reduction
in diarrhea sickness. This research improved on the literature review by providing a
Bayesian probabilistic approach to the findings. This study proposes the
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implementation of an educational campaign on decreasing the ignorance of
household water treatment participation. Fact sheets on household drinking water
technologies will promote treatment significance while surveying the available
household options (CDC, 2018).
For the water treatment option of choice, this study proposes the use of the
Indian TERAFIL Terracotta Ceramic Filter (Gao et al., 2002). The TERAFIL filter
is designed in Bhubaneswar, India, and is built from two metal cylinders stacked on
top of each other with a ceramic disk cemented in between them. The ceramic disk
construction begins with the readily available mixture materials of red silt clay, river
sand, and wood sawdust. Once the mixture is ready, it is then placed in a kiln at
high temperatures for firing. The TERAFIL filter cost is around 3.02 US dollars for
the ceramic disk and the two metal containers. An alternative to the metal
container material is ceramic, but this raises the cost to 4.19 US dollars. The
TERAFIL filter has shown to have a flow rate of 5.9 to 6.9 liters per hour,
showcasing its practical use. The TERAFIL filter reported turbidity removal of 97
to 99 percent, total coliform removal 94 to 99 percent, fecal coliform removal of 80 to
100 percent, and E.coli bacteria removal of 80 to 100 percent. Under compliance
with WHO, the TERAFIL filter meets turbidity requirements but needs post-boiling
treatment to meet the stringent coliform requirements. Operation and maintenance
procedures recommend the top of the ceramic disk be brushed daily to remove
sediment build-up. Under the daily brushing maintenance, the expected life of the
TERAFIL filter is five years.
By eliminating E. coli already in the household, hand washing with soap after
using the toilet on an every time basis directly causes a reduction in diarrhea
sickness. This research improved on the literature review by showcasing hand
washing and water treatment had a cumulative impact on reducing diarrhea
sickness. This study proposes the implementation of an educational campaign on
decreasing the ignorance of household hand washing participation. Teaching videos
with the target audience of children will not only impact adults but all age groups
on the significance of hand washing habits as a sanitary household behavior
(Safefood, 2019).
Participation in daily utensil washing directly causes a reduction in household
E. coli concentration levels. The literature review on the sanitation of washing
utensils is limited to water transport containers. This research expanded washing
utensils to eating plates, drinking cups, and cooking pots. By eliminating E. coli
already in the household, washing utensils non-directly reduces diarrhea sickness.
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An educational campaign is proposed for the project implementation on decreasing
the ignorance of household utensil washing. Tips on food care will promote the
significance of washing utensils as a sanitary household behavior (FDA, 2018).
Flush toilet systems directly reduce E. coli concentration levels in the household
and the surrounding environment. This research improved the literature review by
revealing the participation in washing utensils and access to household flush toilets
had a cumulative impact on reduced diarrhea sickness. This research found a
relationship between the access to sanitary flush toilet facilities and E. coli
concentrations in the household, which intern impacted sickness in a non-direct
manner. An educational campaign is proposed to reduce the ignorance of household
sanitary flush toilet systems. Teaching videos for all ages will showcase the
importance of eliminating feces from the environment while promoting the increased
use of sanitary flush toilet systems for the household (UN, 2017). The explanation of
the different toilet systems will allow people to understand the current situation,
such as open defecation (none), pit latrine, flush toilet, and how each of these
impacts the household and local environment (Water.org, 2015). Educational videos
on how government policies can help people access sanitation through household
flush toilet subsidizing will introduce a solution (Water.org, 2019).
For the flush toilet policy implementation, this research promotes the
development of the Nepal market to support financial investment opportunities in
the access to improved sanitation (Steel, 2017). A community can be broken down
into the following economic categories, including upper-to-middle income who
without subsidizing can generate sufficient funds, lower-income who with subsidizing
can generate sufficient funds, and very poor who with subsidizing cannot generate
sufficient funds and thus rely on the government to provide the infrastructure. A
public-private partnership financing approach targeted the lower-income
communities in Ghana’s Greater Accra Metropolitan Area (GAMA) with
output-based aid (OBA) grant subsidizing. The lower-income community was
determined as an area where 75 percent of households were without a sanitary flush
toilet system. The OBA grant subsidy was provided to the private toilet suppliers
reducing the initial cost for the sanitary flush toilets systems by 70 percent from
1,000.00 to 300.00 US dollars. The project’s inspection engineers and independent
verification agents were implemented as checks and balances to assure the
installation quality and customer satisfaction. The OBA grant subsidizing indirectly
increased the demand for the household sanitary flush toilet systems and the overall
interest in financing. The suppliers were paid with the beneficiary households’
payments, which were made through the local Metropolitan Assembly. The local
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Metropolitan Assembly enforced policy regulations to pressure compliance by fining
homeowners who did not initially participate.
The research findings found the access to tubewell or boring water sources
showed no direct relationship to household E. coli concentration levels. Unsimilar to
the literature review on water sources and sickness, where the method of piped
water access was found to be crucial in eliminating inadequate microbial sanitation
of groundwater sources. This research improved on the literature review by finding
the study’s water sources impacted non-E. coli related diarrhea sickness in a
non-direct manner. Since no association was found between water sources and
diarrhea sickness, no project implementations were proposed that specifically
involved water sources.
From the survey results, 35 percent of the participating households tested
positive for the E. coli coliform presence under the MUG testing kit. The presence
of E. coli bacteria found in the survey’s households showcases the need for
improvements in the participation of sanitary behaviors and the access to sanitary
built-in environments mentioned throughout this research paper. An educational
campaign is proposed for the project implementation on reducing the ignorance of
household E. coli. E. coli fact sheets will address misconceptions about the
pathogenic bacteria and the disease it can cause, especially within the households of
developing countries (ICN, 2018).
For the water quality detection option of choice, this study proposes the Colilert
100 ml kit for the presence testing of E. coli and total coliforms (Bain et al., 2012).
Since a greater sample volume is needed to meet WHO guidelines, the study’s
Lamotte 10 ml testing kit was not recommended for future use. The Colilert 100 ml
kit is widely used, easy to operate in the field, and cost-effective. The Coliert 100 ml
product costs around 5.00 US dollars per test and is approved for the medium
resource setting of a location with electricity within 24 hours. However, costs due
vary depending on the supplier, importation taxes, and delivery fees. Additionally, if
not already included, a UV torch may need to be purchased at the cost of 100.00 US
dollars. If estimating the total price change for 100 tests, the price increase to
upgrade the MUG testing kits volume from 10 ml to 100 ml is 350.00 US dollars.
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5.2

The concluding remarks

Before this research, the linkage between E. coli and diarrhea sickness was well
understood. To improve the knowledge of diarrhea disease within Nepal’s developing
country, a previous study from the NSC conducted a random behavioral and
environmental assessment survey. The study tested for the E. coli biomarker’s
presence in 312 participating households. From the collected survey results, this
study began by conducting a feature selection process to reduce the project variables
representing the real-life scenarios of E. coli in the environment, diarrhea sickness,
behaviors, and built-in environments. The causal analysis of Bayesian networks was
performed on the selected project variables to holistically model, analyze, interpret,
and suggest policy implementations from the research findings. This research
promotes educational campaigns on reducing diarrhea sickness through the increased
access to household flush toilet systems and participation in water treatment, hand
washing, and utensil washing. The Indian TERAFIL Terracotta Ceramic Filter with
post-boiling was suggested as an approved method under WHO requirements to
reduce diarrhea sickness. Additionally, this research suggested implementing flush
toilet subsidizing to ensure equitable access to lower-income households.
Furthermore, the Colilert 100 ml kit was proposed to meet WHO compliance for the
presence testing of E. coli and total coliforms.
The non-statistical limitations of this research are the restricted E. coli bacteria
serotype detection of the MUG testing substrate and the limited 10 ml volume of
the tubes not meeting WHO guidelines. The statistical limitations include detecting
the hidden and confounding variables required to be removed before analysis and the
parameter learning process. Where if the DAG is initially unknown, then using
parameter estimation to diagnose a graphical Bayesian probabilistic modeling
process summarizing the project dataset may be difficult. This learning estimation
of the parameters in a Bayesian network requires large amounts of data and expert
opinion. For instance, the direction of the dependencies between the subset of
variables may reveal unintuitive results, especially when dealing with large networks.
The future work improving upon this research include a pre and
post-intervention pilot study on the effectiveness of educational campaigns,
improved knowledge of E. coli detection technologies and standards meeting WHO
guidelines, and the expansion of similar studies to other cities in Nepal.
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Appendix A
The computational details
The following software were used throughout the project completion and are listed
below.

A.1

The Stata software

The Stata software used for the data manipulation was the version 16 on the
platform x86 64-w64-mingw32.

A.2

The R software and libraries

The R software used for the data manipulation and Bayesian network analysis was
the version 3.6.3 (2020-02-29) on the platform x86 64-w64-mingw32.
The R software libraries used, included the following:
i. haven - Import and export Stata files (Wickham and Miller, 2019),
ii. dplyr - Data manipulation (Wickham et al., 2020),
iii. bnlearn - Bayesian network learning (Scutari, 2010),
iv. igraph - DAG plots (Csardi and Nepusz, 2006),
v. ggplot2 - Proportion plots (Wickham, 2016), and,
vi. knitr - Dynamic reporting (Xie, 2020).
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Appendix B
The descriptive statistics, background,
and DAG plots
B.1

The original and updated names for the variables
of interest
Table B.1: Variables of interest - Original and updated names.
Variables
Original
Sick Adult Child Dhr
Ecoli
Water Source Tubewell Boring
Flush Toilet Access
Wash Utensils Daily
Wash Hands Toilet Everytime
Water Treatment Boil Filter
Age Respondent Under40
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Updated
Sickness
E.coli
Water Source
Flush Toilet
Wash Utensils
Wash Hands
Water Treatment
Age

B.2

The descriptive statistics for the variables of
interest
Proportion of the Binary Outcome Variable Sickness
1.00

Proportion (p)

0.75

Reported
No (0)

0.50

Yes (1)

0.25

0.76

0.24

0.00
0

1

Sickness

Figure B.1: Using the full dataset, the probability that the survey participant’s household reported sickness within the previous 30 days with diarrhea.

Proportion of the Binary Exposure Variable E.coli
1.00

Proportion (p)

0.75

Resulted
No (0)

0.50

Yes (1)

0.25

0.65

0.35

0.00
0

1

E. coli

Figure B.2: Using the full dataset, the probability that the survey participant’s household resulted in a positive coliform test for E. coli under the UV light.
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Proportion of the Binary Variable Water Source
1.00

Proportion (p)

0.75

Reported
No (0)

0.50

Yes (1)

0.25

0.5

0.5

0.00
0

1

Water Source

Figure B.3: Using the full dataset, the probability that the survey participant’s household reported the main source of drinking water as tubewell or boring.

Proportion of the Binary Variable Flush Toilet
1.00

Proportion (p)

0.75

Reported
No (0)

0.50

Yes (1)

0.25

0.36

0.64

0.00
0

1

Flush Toilet

Figure B.4: Using the full dataset, the probability that the survey participant’s household reported having a flush toilet facility.
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Proportion of the Binary Variable Wash Utensils
1.00

Proportion (p)

0.75

Reported
No (0)

0.50

Yes (1)

0.25

0.38

0.62

0.00
0

1

Wash Utensils

Figure B.5: Using the full dataset, the probability that the survey participant’s household reported washing utensils on a daily basis.

Proportion of the Binary Variable Wash Hands
1.00

Proportion (p)

0.75

Reported
No (0)

0.50

Yes (1)

0.25

0.32

0.68

0.00
0

1

Wash Hands

Figure B.6: Using the full dataset, the probability that the survey participant’s household reported washing hands with soap after using the toilet on an everytime basis.
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Proportion of the Binary Variable Water Treatment
1.00

Proportion (p)

0.75

Reported
No (0)

0.50

Yes (1)

0.25

0.71

0.29

0.00
0

1

Water Treatment

Figure B.7: Using the full dataset, the probability that the survey participant’s household reported treating drinking water to make it safer to drink with boiling or filtering.
Proportion of the Binary Variable Age
1.00

Proportion (p)

0.75

Reported
No (0)

0.50

Yes (1)

0.25

0.48

0.52

0.00
0

1

Age

Figure B.8: Using the full dataset, the probability that the survey participant reported
being under the median completed age of 40.

Table B.2: The raw data counts for the sickness outcome variable given the secondary
explanatory variable of water treatment presence fails to exist.
Counts
Water Treatment No (0)
Hand Wash
No (0) Yes (1)
No (0)
45
117
Sickness
Yes (1)
31
30
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Table B.3: The raw data counts for the sickness outcome variable given the secondary
explanatory variable of water treatment presence exists.
Counts
Water Treatment Yes (1)
Hand Wash
No (0) Yes (1)
No (0)
16
59
Sickness
Yes (1)
7
7

Table B.4: The raw data counts for the E. coli primary exposure variable given the
secondary explanatory variable of wash utensils presence fails to exist.
Counts
Wash Utensils No (0)
Flush Toilet
No (0) Yes (1)
No (0)
13
39
E. coli
Yes (1)
32
36

Table B.5: The raw data counts for the E. coli primary exposure variable given the
secondary explanatory variable of wash utensils presence exists.
Counts
Wash Utensils Yes (1)
Flush Toilet
No (0) Yes (1)
No (0)
37
114
E. coli
Yes (1)
31
10

Table B.6: The raw data counts for the sickness outcome variable given the primary
exposure of E. coli.
Counts
E. coli
No (0) Yes (1)
No (0)
169
68
Sickness
Yes (1)
34
41
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B.3

The statistical background

B.3.1

The mapping

Definition 2 Maps (Scutari and Denis, 2014)
(i) Let M be the dependence structure of the probability distribution P of X, that
is, the set of conditional independence relationships linking any triplet A, B, C of
subsets of X.
(ii) A graph G is a dependency map (or D-map) of M if there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the random variables in X and the nodes V of G such that
for all disjoint subsets A, B, C of subsets of X. The mapping categories, include:

P

B|C ⇒ A

B | C,

(B.1)

B | C and,

(B.2)

|=

A

|=

(a) Dependence mapping (Only D-map)
G

P

B|C ⇐ A

|=

A

|=

(b) Independence mapping (Only I-map)
G

P

B|C ⇔ A

|=

A

|=

(c) Perfect mapping (Both D-map and I-map)
G

B | C.

(B.3)

Perfect mapping is faithful to M, because of its inclusiveness of both the
dependence and independence mapping.

B.3.2

The directed separation

|=

Definition 3 D-separation (Scutari and Denis, 2014)
If the three disjoint subsets (A, B, and C) are in DAG G, then C d-separates
A and B, A G B | C. If every path between nodes (A and B) there exists another
node v satisfying either of the conditions:
(a) the node v has converging arcs and neither v nor any of its descendants
are in C; or,
(b) the node v is in C without converging arcs.
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B.4

The DAG estimation with the train dataset

B.4.1

Model 2A: Directed edge from E. coli to sickness

The Estimated DAG model 2A with the Train Dataset

Water Treatment

Age

Water Source

Sickness

Flush Toilet

E. coli

Wash Hands

Legend

Wash Utensils

Outcome
Exposure (Primary)

Background knowledge: Directed edge from E. coli to sickness

Figure B.9: Using the train dataset, the structure of model 2A was estimated using
the optimization of the Tabu Search learning algorithm to score and search for the
minimum BIC criterion value.
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B.4.2

Model 2B: Directed edge from water source to water
treatment

The Estimated DAG model 2B with the Train Dataset

Age

Water Source
Wash Utensils

Water Treatment
Flush Toilet

E. coli

Wash Hands

LegendSickness
Outcome
Exposure (Primary)

Background knowledge: Directed edge from water source to water treatment

Figure B.10: Using the train dataset, the structure of model 2B was estimated using
the optimization of the Tabu Search learning algorithm to score and search for the
minimum BIC criterion value.
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B.4.3

Model 2C: Directed edge from water treatment to sickness

The Estimated DAG model 2C with the Train Dataset

Wash Utensils

Wash Hands

E. coli

Sickness
Flush Toilet
Water Treatment
Water Source

Legend

Age

Outcome
Exposure (Primary)

Background knowledge: Directed edge from water treatment to sickness

Figure B.11: Using the train dataset, the structure of model 2C was estimated using
the optimization of the Tabu Search learning algorithm to score and search for the
minimum BIC criterion value.

Table B.7: Diagnostics - Testing of the d-separation criterion for the models fit with
the train dataset (2A, 2B, 2C).
Train Dataset
D-Separation
Model 1A Model 1B Model 1C
Criterion Hold?
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
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Appendix C
The Stata and R code
C.1
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

The data manipulation in Stata

clear all
set more off
use "C:/Users/bdefl/OneDrive/Desktop/Fall 2019 Semster ///
/STAT 599 Thesis/STATA and R Code ///
/FinalMasterData_weight_Danda2016_May31_ver13.dta", clear
// 0. Prior to Analysis
// A. Create, set up and view Variables
// ################# Outcome of Health #################### //
// i. Sick variable
gen NoSickAdultChildDhr = NoSickAdultDhr + NoSickChildDhr
tab NoSickAdultChildDhr, missing
gen SickAdultChildDhr = 0
replace SickAdultChildDhr = 1 if NoSickAdultChildDhr != 0
label var SickAdultChildDhr "Q: Sickness Presence?"
label define SickAdultChildDhrl 0 "No" 1 "Yes"
label values SickAdultChildDhr SickAdultChildDhrl
tab SickAdultChildDhr, missing
// ############ Exposure of Ecoli in the Environment ####### //
// ii. Ecoli variable
tab EcoliPresent, missing
tab ColiformTest, missing
gen Ecoli = 0
replace Ecoli = 1 if EcoliPresent == 1
replace Ecoli = . if ColiformTest == 2
drop if Ecoli == .
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#
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#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

label var Ecoli "Q: Ecoli Presence?"
label define Ecolil 0 "No" 1 "Yes"
label values Ecoli Ecolil
tab Ecoli, missing
// ################# Covariates ########################### //
// ####################### Access ######################### //
// iii. SourceWater variables
tab SourceWater, missing
gen Water_Source_Tubewell_Boring = 0
replace Water_Source_Tubewell_Boring = 1 ///
if SourceWater == 3 | SourceWater == 4
label var Water_Source_Tubewell_Boring ///
"Q: Do you get drinking water from a ground" +
"source: tubewell or boring?"
label define Water_Source_Tubewell_Boringl 0 "No" 1 "Yes"
label values Water_Source_Tubewell_Boring ///
Water_Source_Tubewell_Boringl
tab Water_Source_Tubewell_Boring, missing
// iv. Flush_Toilet variable
tab ToiletFacility, missing
gen Flush_Toilet_Access = 0
replace Flush_Toilet_Access = 1 if ToiletFacility == 1
label var Flush_Toilet_Access "Q: Access to Flush Toliet?"
label define Flush_Toilet_Accessl 0 "No" 1 "Yes"
label values Flush_Toilet_Access Flush_Toilet_Accessl
tab Flush_Toilet_Access, missing
// ################# Behaviors ####################### //
// v. Wash_Utensils variable (+) Behavior
tab WashUtensil, missing
gen Wash_Utensils_Daily = 0
replace Wash_Utensils_Daily = 1 if WashUtensil == 1
label var Wash_Utensils_Daily "Q: ///
Do You Participate in the Daily Washing of Eating" + "
Utensils Behavior?"
label define Wash_Utensils_Dailyl 0 "No" 1 "Yes"
label values Wash_Utensils_Daily Wash_Utensils_Dailyl
tab Wash_Utensils_Daily, missing
// vi. Wash_Hands_Toilet variable (+) Behavior
tab HandWash, missing
gen Wash_Hands_Toilet_Everytime = 0
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replace Wash_Hands_Toilet_Everytime = 1 if HandWash == 6
label var Wash_Hands_Toilet_Everytime ///
"Q: Do You Participate in Handwashing" +
"Behavior everytime after Using the Toilet?"
label define Wash_Hands_Toilet_Everytimel 0 "No" 1 "Yes"
label values Wash_Hands_Toilet_Everytime Wash_Hands_Toilet_Everytimel
tab Wash_Hands_Toilet_Everytime, missing
// vii. Treatment_Water variable (+) Behavior
tab TypeTreatment, missing
gen Water_Treatment_Boil_Filter = 0
replace Water_Treatment_Boil_Filter = 1 ///
if TypeTreatment == 1 | TypeTreatment == 4
label var Water_Treatment_Boil_Filter ///
"Q: Do You use Boil or Filteration Water" +
"Treatment before Drinking it?"
label define Water_Treatment_Boil_Filterl 0 "No" 1 "Yes`'"
label values Water_Treatment_Boil_Filter Water_Treatment_Boil_Filterl
tab Water_Treatment_Boil_Filter, missing
// viii. AgeRespondent variable
tab AgeRespondent, missing
sum AgeRespondent, detail
drop if AgeRespondent == .
gen Age_Respondent_Under40 = 0
replace Age_Respondent_Under40 = 1 if AgeRespondent <= 40
label var Age_Respondent_Under40 ///
"Q: Are you under the median age of 40?"
label define Age_Respondent_Under40l 0 "No" 1 "Yes`'"
label values Age_Respondent_Under40 Age_Respondent_Under40l
tab Age_Respondent_Under40, missing
keep SickAdultChildDhr Ecoli Wash_Hands_Toilet_Everytime ///
Flush_Toilet_Access Wash_Utensils_Daily ///
Water_Source_Tubewell_Boring Water_Treatment_Boil_Filter ///
Age_Respondent_Under40
save "C:/Users/bdefl/OneDrive/Desktop/Fall 2019 Semster ///
/STAT 599 Thesis/STATA and R Code ///
/FinalMasterData_weight_Danda2016_May31_ver13_R.dta", replace
edit
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The data manipulation and Bayesian network
analysis in R

# Helps with sweave
library("knitr")
# Read in Stata dataset
library("haven")
# Data manipulation
library("dplyr")
# Bayesian network analysis
library("bnlearn")
# DAG plots
library("igraph")
# Variable porportion plots
library("ggplot2")
# create strength.precentage function for strength analysis
strength.precentage <- function(strength.input){
strength.input.old <-

strength.input

sum <- sum(abs(strength.input[order(strength.input$strength)
,3]))
length <- length(abs(strength.input[order(strength.input$strength)
,3]))
for (i in 1:length){

strength.input[i,3] = (abs(strength.input[i,3])/sum)*100
i=i + 1
}
strength.output <- cbind(strength.input.old,
strength.percentage = strength.input[,3])
return(strength.output[order(strength.output$strength.percentage,
decreasing = TRUE),])
}
mydata <- read_dta(paste0("C:/Users/bdefl/OneDrive/Desktop/",
"Fall 2019 Semster/STAT 599 Thesis/",
"STATA and R Code/",
"FinalMasterData_weight_Danda2016_May31_ver13_R.dta"))
# Add id to data frame
mydata.matrix <- as.matrix(cbind(id = 1:312,
mydata))
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mydata.dataframe.original <- data.frame(mydata.matrix)
mydata.dataframe <- data.frame(mydata.matrix)
# Rename variables
names(mydata.dataframe) = c("id",
"Sickness",
"E.coli",
"Water Source",
"Flush Toilet",
"Wash Utensils",
"Wash Hands",
"Water Treatment",
"Age")
# A. Create test dataset (10%) by randomly sampling 32 rows
set.seed(20)
mydata.test.dataframe <- sample_n(tbl=mydata.dataframe,
size=32,
replace=FALSE)
id.test <- mydata.test.dataframe[,-c(2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9)]
# Run this to factor a categorical test datatset
for(i in 1:ncol(mydata.test.dataframe)){
mydata.test.dataframe[,i] <- as.factor(mydata.test.dataframe[,i])}
# B. Create train dataset (90%) by removing the randomly
# sampled 32 rows to get 280 rows
mydata.train.dataframe <- subset(x=mydata.dataframe,
subset= !id %in% mydata.test.dataframe$id)
id.train <- mydata.train.dataframe[,-c(2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9)]
# Now remove id from both the test and train datasets
mydata.test.dataframe <- mydata.test.dataframe[,-1]
mydata.train.dataframe <- mydata.train.dataframe[,-1]
# Run this to factor a categorical train datatset
for(i in 1:ncol(mydata.train.dataframe)){
mydata.train.dataframe[,i] <- as.factor(mydata.train.dataframe[,i])}
# C. Rename full dataset (100%) of 312 rows
mydata.full.dataframe <- mydata.dataframe[,-1]
# Run this to factor a categorical full datatset
for(i in 1:ncol(mydata.full.dataframe)){
mydata.full.dataframe[,i] <- as.factor(mydata.full.dataframe[,i])}
tabu.estimated.dag.full.1 <- tabu(
x=mydata.full.dataframe,
start = NULL,
whitelist = NULL,
blacklist = NULL,
score = "bic",
debug = FALSE,
max.tabu = dim(mydata.full.dataframe)[2],
max.iter = Inf,
maxp = Inf,
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optimized = TRUE)
arc.strength.full.1 <- arc.strength(x = tabu.estimated.dag.full.1,
data = mydata.full.dataframe,
criterion = "bic",
debug = FALSE)
strength.full.1 <- strength.precentage(
strength.input = arc.strength.full.1)
score.loglik.full.1 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.1,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "loglik")
score.aic.full.1 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.1,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "aic")
score.bic.full.1 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.1,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "bic")
score.bds.full.1 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.1,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "bds")
score.k2.full.1 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.1,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "k2")
score.bde.iss1.full.1 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.1,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 1)
score.bde.iss4.full.1 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.1,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 4)
score.bde.iss16.full.1 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.1,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 16)
params.full.1 <- nparams(x=tabu.estimated.dag.full.1,
data=mydata.full.dataframe,
effective = FALSE, debug = FALSE)
sep.full.1 <- dsep(tabu.estimated.dag.full.1,
x = "E.coli",
y = "Sickness",
z="Wash Hands")
tabu.estimated.dag.full.2 <- tabu(x=mydata.full.dataframe,
start = NULL,
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whitelist = data.frame(
from=c("Wash Hands"),
to=c("Sickness")),
blacklist = NULL,
score = "bic",
debug = FALSE,
max.tabu = dim(mydata.full.dataframe)[2],
max.iter = Inf,
maxp = Inf,
optimized = TRUE)
arc.strength.full.2 <- arc.strength(x = tabu.estimated.dag.full.2,
data = mydata.full.dataframe,
criterion = "bic",
debug = FALSE)
strength.full.2 <- strength.precentage(
strength.input = arc.strength.full.2)
score.loglik.full.2 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.2,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "loglik")
score.aic.full.2 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.2,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "aic")
score.bic.full.2 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.2,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "bic")
score.bds.full.2 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.2,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "bds")
score.k2.full.2 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.2,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "k2")
score.bde.iss1.full.2 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.2,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 1)
score.bde.iss4.full.2 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.2,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 4)
score.bde.iss16.full.2 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.2,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 16)
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params.full.2 <- nparams(x=tabu.estimated.dag.full.2,
data=mydata.full.dataframe,
effective = FALSE, debug = FALSE)
sep.full.2 <- dsep(tabu.estimated.dag.full.2,
x = "E.coli",
y = "Sickness",
z="Wash Hands")
tabu.estimated.dag.full.3 <- tabu(x=mydata.full.dataframe,
start = NULL,
whitelist = data.frame(
from=c("Wash Hands",
"Water Treatment"),
to=c("Sickness",
"Sickness")),
blacklist = NULL,
score = "bic",
debug = FALSE,
max.tabu = dim(mydata.full.dataframe)[2],
max.iter = Inf,
maxp = Inf,
optimized = TRUE)
arc.strength.full.3 <- arc.strength(x = tabu.estimated.dag.full.3,
data = mydata.full.dataframe,
criterion = "bic",
debug = FALSE)
strength.full.3 <- strength.precentage(
strength.input = arc.strength.full.3)
score.loglik.full.3 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.3,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "loglik")
score.aic.full.3 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.3,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "aic")
score.bic.full.3 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.3,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "bic")
score.bds.full.3 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.3,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "bds")
score.k2.full.3 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.3,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "k2")
score.bde.iss1.full.3 <- score(
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tabu.estimated.dag.full.3,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 1)
score.bde.iss4.full.3 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.3,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 4)
score.bde.iss16.full.3 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.full.3,
mydata.full.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 16)
params.full.3 <- nparams(x=tabu.estimated.dag.full.3,
data=mydata.full.dataframe,
effective = FALSE, debug = FALSE)
sep.full.3 <- dsep(tabu.estimated.dag.full.3,
x = "E.coli",
y = "Sickness",
z=c("Wash Hands","Water Treatment"))
tabu.estimated.dag.train.1 <- tabu(x=mydata.train.dataframe,
start = NULL,
whitelist = data.frame(
from=c("E.coli"),
to=c("Sickness")),
blacklist = NULL,
score = "bic",
debug = FALSE,
max.tabu = dim(mydata.train.dataframe)[2],
max.iter = Inf,
maxp = Inf,
optimized = TRUE)
arc.strength.train.1 <- arc.strength(x = tabu.estimated.dag.train.1,
data = mydata.train.dataframe,
criterion = "bic",
debug = FALSE)
strength.train.1 <- strength.precentage(
strength.input = arc.strength.train.1)
score.loglik.train.1 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.1,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "loglik")
score.aic.train.1 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.1,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "aic")
score.bic.train.1 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.1,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "bic")
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score.bds.train.1 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.1,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "bds")
score.k2.train.1 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.1,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "k2")
score.bde.iss1.train.1 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.1,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 1)
score.bde.iss4.train.1 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.1,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 4)
score.bde.iss16.train.1 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.1,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 16)
sep.train.1 <- dsep(tabu.estimated.dag.train.1,
x = "E.coli",
y = "Sickness",
z="Wash Hands")
tabu.estimated.dag.train.2 <- tabu(x=mydata.train.dataframe,
start = NULL,
whitelist = data.frame(
from=c("Water Source"),
to=c("Water Treatment")),
blacklist = NULL,
score = "bic",
debug = FALSE,
max.tabu = dim(mydata.train.dataframe)[2],
max.iter = Inf,
maxp = Inf,
optimized = TRUE)
arc.strength.train.2 <- arc.strength(x = tabu.estimated.dag.train.2,
data = mydata.train.dataframe,
criterion = "bic",
debug = FALSE)
strength.train.2 <- strength.precentage(
strength.input = arc.strength.train.2)
score.loglik.train.2 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.2,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "loglik")
score.aic.train.2 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.2,
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mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "aic")
score.bic.train.2 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.2,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "bic")
score.bds.train.2 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.2,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "bds")
score.k2.train.2 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.2,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "k2")
score.bde.iss1.train.2 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.2,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 1)
score.bde.iss4.train.2 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.2,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 4)
score.bde.iss16.train.2 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.2,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 16)
sep.train.2 <- dsep(tabu.estimated.dag.train.2,
x = "E.coli",
y = "Sickness",
z="Wash Hands")
tabu.estimated.dag.train.3 <- tabu(x=mydata.train.dataframe,
start = NULL,
whitelist = data.frame(
from=c("Water Source",
"Water Treatment"),
to=c("Water Treatment",
"Sickness")),
blacklist = NULL,
score = "bic",
debug = FALSE,
max.tabu = dim(mydata.train.dataframe)[2],
max.iter = Inf,
maxp = Inf,
optimized = TRUE)
arc.strength.train.3 <- arc.strength(x = tabu.estimated.dag.train.3,
data = mydata.train.dataframe,
criterion = "bic",
debug = FALSE)
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strength.train.3 <- strength.precentage(
strength.input = arc.strength.train.3)
score.loglik.train.3 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.3,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "loglik")
score.aic.train.3 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.3,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "aic")
score.bic.train.3 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.3,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "bic")
score.bds.train.3 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.3,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "bds")
score.k2.train.3 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.3,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "k2")
score.bde.iss1.train.3 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.3,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 1)
score.bde.iss4.train.3 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.3,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 4)
score.bde.iss16.train.3 <- score(
tabu.estimated.dag.train.3,
mydata.train.dataframe,
type = "bde", iss = 16)
sep.train.3 <- dsep(tabu.estimated.dag.train.3,
x = "E.coli",
y = "Sickness",
z=c("Wash Hands","Water Treatment"))
set.seed(20)
bn.cv.pred.2A.bic <- bn.cv(data=mydata.full.dataframe,
bn=tabu.estimated.dag.train.1,
loss = "pred",
loss.args = list(target="Sickness"),
fit = "mle",
method = "hold-out",
k = 2,
m = 32,
runs = 1,
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cluster = NULL,
debug = TRUE)
bn.cv.loss.2A.bic <- loss(bn.cv.pred.2A.bic)
set.seed(20)
bn.cv.pred.2B.bic <- bn.cv(data=mydata.full.dataframe,
bn=tabu.estimated.dag.train.2,
loss = "pred",
loss.args = list(target="Sickness"),
fit = "mle",
method = "hold-out",
k = 2,
m = 32,
cluster = NULL,
debug = FALSE)
bn.cv.loss.2B.bic <- loss(bn.cv.pred.2B.bic)
set.seed(20)
bn.cv.pred.2C.bic <- bn.cv(data=mydata.full.dataframe,
bn = tabu.estimated.dag.train.3,
loss = "pred",
loss.args = list(target="Sickness"),
fit = "mle",
method = "hold-out",
k = 2,
m = 32,
cluster = NULL,
debug = FALSE)
bn.cv.loss.2C.bic <- loss(bn.cv.pred.2C.bic)
fit <- bn.fit(tabu.estimated.dag.full.3, mydata.full.dataframe,
method = "bayes", iss=16)
fit.Sickness <- fit$Sickness
fit.prob.Sickness.1 <- fit.Sickness$prob[1]
fit.prob.Sickness.2 <- fit.Sickness$prob[2]
fit.prob.Sickness.3 <- fit.Sickness$prob[3]
fit.prob.Sickness.4 <- fit.Sickness$prob[4]
fit.prob.Sickness.5 <- fit.Sickness$prob[5]
fit.prob.Sickness.6 <- fit.Sickness$prob[6]
fit.prob.Sickness.7 <- fit.Sickness$prob[7]
fit.prob.Sickness.8 <- fit.Sickness$prob[8]
fit.ecoli <- fit$"E.coli"
fit.prob.ecoli.1 <- fit.ecoli$prob[1]
fit.prob.ecoli.2 <- fit.ecoli$prob[2]
fit.prob.ecoli.3 <- fit.ecoli$prob[3]
fit.prob.ecoli.4 <- fit.ecoli$prob[4]
fit.prob.ecoli.5 <- fit.ecoli$prob[5]
fit.prob.ecoli.6 <- fit.ecoli$prob[6]
fit.prob.ecoli.7 <- fit.ecoli$prob[7]
fit.prob.ecoli.8 <- fit.ecoli$prob[8]
sickness.event.prob.1A <- cpquery(fitted = fit,
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+
event = (Sickness == '1'),
+
evidence = list(
+
'E.coli' = '1'),
+
cluster = NULL,
+
method = "lw",
+
debug = FALSE)
> sickness.event.prob.1B <- cpquery(fitted = fit,
+
event = (Sickness == '0'),
+
evidence = list(
+
'E.coli' = '1'),
+
cluster = NULL,
+
method = "lw",
+
debug = FALSE)
> sickness.event.prob.1C <- cpquery(fitted = fit,
+
event = (Sickness == '1'),
+
evidence = list(
+
'E.coli' = '0'),
+
cluster = NULL,
+
method = "lw",
+
debug = FALSE)
> sickness.event.prob.1D <- cpquery(fitted = fit,
+
event = (Sickness == '0'),
+
evidence = list(
+
'E.coli' = '0'),
+
cluster = NULL,
+
method = "lw",
+
debug = FALSE)
>
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